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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 17,

ie Io Repair
in Street; New
ewalks Planned
Will Place More
"p Signs At Interions; T a x Superrs Named

i on the portion of State
_ 91 which lies within
City limits were promised
State Highway Departin reply to a request that
lie done, made recently by
W. L. Cash by letter, the
I Council was advised at its
|ng Monday night. This afMain street, from Cadiz
to the western City limit
.provide greater traffic saf»ore street intersections, in
Ll sections ot town, will
arked with stop signs, the
;ii decided.
was also ordered at the
dl meeting that specificafor construction of new
sidewalks be prepared
• street commissioner, pre'pry to notifying property
to build such sidewalks
ing their property on varstreets throughout the city,
f. Pasteur, George A. Davis
I C. Stevens were named
lax supervisors at Monday
Council session, attended
founcilmen
A. M. Jones,
J. B. Jones, Stone and
hgton, Mayor Cash presidweek's intake from parketers totaled $116.40, ex]g the intake of any preveek. The collector's report
bowed the sale of 552 motor
e licenses for the current
exceeding those for the
of last year.
>rt of analysis of city watState Health authorities
i freedom from pollution.
•port bore date of April 11.

eron Heads
rtsmen's Club

ic May 1 Will
iture Skeet Shoot,
ing Contest
l

B. Cameron was elected
Tnt of the Caldwell Counjne and Fish Club at the
regular meeting, April 11.
r officers elected were:
Hamby, vice president;
- Creasey, secretary-treasI J. B. Lester, Raymond
ft, William Jones, Shellie
I C. A. Horn and Dr. B. K.
I directors.

club will have a picnic,
iay afternoon, May

1,

at

the Senior club will enthe Junior Sportsmen's
"ting contest for both jund seniors will be a fea*r. Creasey said, under
n of W. D. Armstrong,
't shoot, open to both
and seniors, is under dirof J. A. Creasey.
Hillyard and R. S. Ja-

il be in charge of the
e, and Gordon Brown of
unds.
<s McLin and Wylie
are in charge of tickets.
ky Wesleyan Singers
e Concert Here
Kentucky Wesleyan Coljfee Club, of Winchester,
e an hour's concert in
High Auditorium Thursrnoon, April 24, at 1:45

The concert will be open
Public. The singers will
re

on their tour of

the

going from Princeton to
"ville.

d Mrs. M. E. Croft and
and R. E. Croft and son,
Jr., are spending two
Texas and old Mexico

Held The Light"
Rowan County News,
>ng reports that Earle
bolted the DemoParty in the Chandler
p, concluded: "Cl«m<nul that he bolted
us of recent trial
J»1 court when three
were charged with
g chickens. One of the
ants told the court;
" t touch a feather On
those chickens—all I
to hold the light"*

Band, 11 Entrants
Win Top Ratings
Altho ranking fourth,

behind superior.
Receiving
excellent
ratings
were: mixed quartet, male quartet, glee club, Jane Hogan, soprano; Jeanette Talley, mezzo
soprano; Charlotte Pool, contralto; Bobby McConnell, cornet;
Robert Franklin, cornet; John
Newsom, trumphet;
George
Webb, clarinet; Gertrude Richie,
piano; .Nancy Groom,
piano;
Patsy Horn, alto saxaphone; David Alexander, french horn.
Connie Brasher, bassoon; Jimmy Ladd, tenor saxophone; Harold Creekmur, trombone; Jimmy
Clayton, baritone; and Philip
Johnston, bass; were rated good.
Don Gregory was rated good
on the drum.
K. V. Bryant, band director,
and Martha Shultz, music teacher, accompanied the pupils to
Madisonville.

Madisonville, Owensboro
and
Henderson in that order, Butler
High musicians came home from
the District Music Festival at
Madisonville last Saturday with
a full shbre of honors and 12
top awards.
The Butler Band and 11 of
the Princeton entrants were rated superior and 14 drew excellent ratings.
Receiving superior were: Jimmy Clayton, trombone; Carolyn
Taylor, mezzo soprano; Lou Nell
Russell, soprano; Jimmy Boren,
baritone; Billy Mitchell, baritone; Jerry Loftus, clarinet; Betty Linton, piano; Joann Pickering, piano and flute.
The girls' trio, composed of
Jeanette Talley, Charlotte Pool
and Clemma Keeney, also rated

Phone Service Better
Some Places; Not Here

Despite broadening of telephone service in several neighboring cities, "due to the return
of some employes to join those
who remained on their jobs,
the local situation has not improved", Hylo Mohon, district
manager, said Tuesday.
Both long distance and local
calls are still limited to emergencies here, he said, and added
that "a majority of the local
strikers wanted to return to
their jobs, but were afraid to
do so because of the possibility
of being fined by the union."
Service has been broadened
to some extent in Marion, Mr.
Mohon said, due to the fact that
two of the workers there have
returned. All local calls in Fredonia ar{e being' handled, due to
that exchange having a small
operation. Both towns are in the
Princeton circuit.

Mrs. Elliott Brown and Mr.
Mohon, under supervision of two
field men, remain on duty to
give Princeton and parts of Caldwell county what service they
can render, the manager said.
At Padueah and Owensboro
some of the strikers had returned to their posts Tuesday, according to Associated Press dispatches, and more calls were being accepted at both places, the
"emergency" handling being extended to include also "necessary" calls.
Associated Press advices indicated government seizure of
the Bell Telephone system was
likely.
It was indicated that
Joseph A. Beirne, leader of the
striking phone union, may ask
the White House to take over
the lines, in the hope he can
get a better settlement from the
government than from the company.

New Race Track
Tax Is Favored
By Waterfield

1947

To Address B. & P. W .
Here Friday Night

Declares State Needs
More Revenue And Selfimposed Luxury Levy
Is Fair
*
*
A state tax on pari-mutuel
betting at Kentucky race tracks
as a means of producing addi»
tional revenue to meet State
needs was advocated by Harry
Lee Waterfield, Clinton, candidate for the Democratic nomination for Govern r<r, in a statement released Tuesday night Waterfield said a 5 percent
tax on race track betting would
produce approximately $1,250,000 annually, and that additional
Stat6 income will be needed
for improved education and other State needs after the present
State surplus has been expended.
He also recommended adjustments in State taxes on intangibles and inheritances
as a
means of attracting new capital
into Kentucky for a development of industries.
Waterfield's statement, in part,
follows:
" I had planned to discuss the
entire tax structure in announcing my complete platform at a
later date. Since the pari-mutuel
tax question has already been
raised^ I have no hesitancy in
saying I favor a tax on parimutuels in a fair and equitable
measure and in just proportion
to the tax burden. I think this
tax should be sufficient to be
of substantial assistance to the
State in carrying out her added
commitments through increased
appropriations for education and
other governmental services.
"It is my policy to favor taxes
on luxuries rather than upon necessities, and certainly pari-mutuels come in the former class.
It is certainly a voluntary or
self-imposed tax.
" I do not, by any means, desire to cripple the racing industry in Kentucky. A pari-mutuel
tax will no more discourage racing than the gasoline tax discourages travel. In fact, I think
those interested in the racing
industry should want to pay a
fair tax and thus feel that thehr
business is making another contribution to the welfare of all
Kentuckians.
"The enactment of a fair and
equitable tax on pari-mutuels,
sufficient to be of great assistance in carrying out the State's
increased
responsibilities
and
commitments to education which
1 shall advocate, will be justified when the present cash'surplus has been exhausted."

48 Churches Will
Send Delegates
To Youth Meeting

Methodists O f Hopkinsville District To Hold
'
Institute Here This
Weekend

Mrs. Queenie Grable
Mrs. Queenie Grable, president of the Kentucky Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, will be
guest speaker for the Princeton Business and Professional
Women's Club meeting at 7
o'clock Friday, Apr. 18, at the
George Coon Library.
Mrs. Grable's subject will
be "Today-Tomorrow."
She is president of the
Campus Club, University of
Kentucky, an organization of
women on the campus.
The meeting is open to all
women.

Teen Clubhouse
To Be Ready Soon

Members Painting Inside
After Improvements
A r e Completed

The annual Hopkinsville District Youth Institute ot the
Methodist Church will be held
at Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church this week-end, with the
Youth Fellowship of the local
church as host group.
Youth
delegates
from
48
Methodist churches of this section will attend and will be entertained in homes of Methodists
of Princeton. Meals will be served in the Church Social Hall.
Featuring the week-end program will be the South American Banqvlet Saturday night and
an address by Miss Violetta
Cavellero of Uruguay. The annual
consecration service will be held
Sunday morning at 10:15 o'clock,
with the pastor of the local
church delivering the sermon. A
combined youth choir of all
churches of the district will sing.
Program for the institute follows:
Theme: " W e i;est Our Lives
By Thine."
Discussion Groups and Leaders: Worship and Evangelism—
Miss Mary Curry, Central City.
World Friendship—Mrs. W. I.
Munday, Hopkinsville. Community Service—Rev. Forrest McClure, Dawson Springs. Recreation and Leisure—Miss Betsy
Ewing, Scarritt College, Nashville, Tennessee. Missionary Visitor—Miss Violetta Cavellero, Uruguay. Hosts—Rev. add Mrs. J.
Lester McGee. Dean—Rev. Carl
McGee, Pembroke. Registrar—
Mrs. J. L. McGee. Devotional
Speakers—Dri Walter I. Munday
and Rev. George Warren
Schedule: Friday: 4:00-5:30 —
Registration and Folk Games.
6:00-7:15—Dinner at the church.
7:30-8:00 — Devotional—Led by
Dr. Munday. 8:00-9:00—Discussion Groups. '9:00-9:50— Recreation—Led by Miss Betsy Ewing.
9:50-10:00 — Devotional Pictures
and Hymn Sing.
Saturday: 9:00-9:30 9:30-10:15—
Discussion Groups. 10:15-10:30—
Recreation. Free Time. 10:45-11:15
—Speakers — Miss
Cavellero.
11:15-12:00 — Discussion Groups.
Lunch at Church. 1:15-2:00—Discussion Groups. 2:00-2:30—Commission
Reports.
2:30-3:00 —
Questions and Answers. 3:003:45—A Hike and Refreshments.
Free Time. 6:Q0-8:00—BanquetTheme: "The South American
Way."

Princeton's
new
Teen-Age
-l«jbhouse, Darby and Locust
streets, will be ready for use of
the members within a- few days,
if present activities there are a
good criterion.
The clubhouse was purchased
by W. C. Sparks recently and
has been undergoing repairing
and remodeling two months. Two
new washrooms,
new kitchen
equipment,
a
furnace,
new
F
screens, new front porch and
Shows Head O f Big
other improvements were added
and this week, groups of teenCatfish At Courthouse
agers have been painting the
v D r . W. D. Ramage caught
inside, preparatory to an opena 65-pound catfish in Trade8 Homemakers' Clubs
ing party, date of which has not
water River near Olney last
been announced.
Have Representatives
weekend.
He reports he
Among those who have been
caught the big fish on a
At Training School
working on the clubhouse are:
throw-line, taking more than
A training school for home
Patsy
Dalzell,
Fred
Taylor,
three hours to land it. Dr.
furnishing leaders of Caldwell
Joann Pickering, Betty Jo LinRamage showed the head of
county was held April 10, in the
ton, Norma Sue Cartwright, Bilthe fish to several skeptics
KU building, with eight clubs
ly Walker, Billy Glenn Cartin the courthouse.
epresented and 13 persons preswright, ' A. C. Nuckols, Tommy
ent, Miss Wilma Vandiver said
Glenn, Jimmy Clayton. Other
this week.
members of the club are scheStores Begin Thursday
Miss Vivian Curnutt, home
duled to help with the interior
Closing At Noon May 1 furnishing specialist at the Uniand exterior painting, the latter
Sunday: 9:45-10:45 — Sunday
Thursday, April 24, will be the versity of Kentucky, demonstrat- Mrs. Maymie P. Frazier
to be done after Spring rains
School Class — Teacher, Miss
last Thursday for stores to re- ed "Floor Covering", which is_ Dies Suddenly At
cease.
Cavellero. 10:45-12:00 — Youth
main open all day. Through the the project lesson for HomeSermon—Rev. J. Lester McGee,
months of May, June, July and makers in the county for April. Home In Brooklyn, N. Y .
Mrs. P. C. »Frazier, the former
August the stores will close at
pastor, host dinner in homes
Present were: Crider, Mrs. Annoon.
adjournment.
nie D. McElroy; Eddyville Road, Maymie Pettit, died suddenly
Mrs. Joe Little, Mrs. Charles Tuesday in Brooklyn, N. Y., relHatler Attends Board
Hubbard; Eddy Creek, Mrs. S. atives here were advised. FunWins Music Membership
eral services will be held Friday
Meeting In Louisville
F. Satterfield; Friendship, Mrs.
At Interlochen C a m p •
G a s Company Retires
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, First J. Wilburn Crowe, Mrs. F. F. in the Presbyterian Church there
and
the
body
will
be
cremated.
For Summer Session
Baptist Church,
attended the Taylor; Hopkinsville Road, Mrs.
After Long Service
State Board meeting of Baptists W. D. Armstrong and Mrs. Hugh Survivors include her husband, a
Joann Pickering, daughter of
In Office Here
in Louisville, April 15. Mrs. Hat- Goodwin; Otter Pond, Mrs. Ho- daughter, Mrs. Sidney Mohr; a
Mr. and Mrs. Wjjp. G. Pickering,
Announcement is made this 703 Locust street, has been chosler and Dorothy accompanied mer Mitchell, Mrs. Collin Ladd; grandson; brothers, Gayle and
George Pettit, the latter of Knox- week of the retirement May 1,
him to Louisville.
Lebanon, Mrs. Howard Pickeren for membership in the Naville, Tenn.; sisters, Mrs. J. A.
ing; Cedar Bluff, Mrs. W. W. Vaughn, Tulsa, Okla.; Mrs. J. R. of Miss Margie Amoss, who for tional Music Camp at Interlochen,
the last 17 years has been office
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick Willis and Mrs. Andrew Ladd.
Kevil and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky. manager here for the West Ken- Mich., for the coming summer,
spent Sunday in Padueah.
according to an announcement
tucky Gas Co., Incorporated.
by Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, presiMiss Amoss, a life-long resident of this community,
had dent.
Miss Pickering is a pupil of
been with the company since
establishment of the local office Mrs. Bernice Davis and K. V.
jn 1930. She is on vacation this Bryant and a student at Butler
High School. She will play the
month.
/lute
in the camp orchestra.
Miss Amoss is being succeedAffiliated
with the University
ed by Mrs. Sam Stephens, who
has been a clerical employe of of Michigan, the National Music
Camp has become world famous
the company since January,
A testimonial party was given as one of America's outstanding
for Miss Amoss recently at the educational and cultural projects.
lyinceton Country Club,
.by Its membership includes more
company officials. Present were than a thousand young musicians
Misa
Priscilla
Head,
district and artists chosen from nearly
bookkeeper, Owensboro; R. C. every state and many foreign
Brown, district supervisor; Mrs. countries.
Sam Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hutchinson, and Mr. and Mrs. Local Funeral Directors
Robert P. Hancock. Misa Amoss Attend Padueah Meet
was presented a silver bowl by
The twenty-second a n n u a l
this group, and a generous check meeting of the West Kentucky
from the company.
District Funeral Directors Association will be held in Padueah,
Thursday, April 17. G. Homer
Carolyn Taylor Rated
Brown and John Morgan, vice
Excellent At Lexington
president, will attend.
Carolyn Taylor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. C> Taylor, re- Sergeant Lieber Speaks
ceived rating of excellent in dra- In Padueah Monday
Sergeant B. E. Lieber, recruitmatic reading at the State eonest fn Lexington. April 2-5. John ing officer for this area, spoke
Pictured is one of the new cars on the Illinois Central's new stream-liner train, to be on exhiArimtroong received the rating of on the Army at the Exchange
bition here Friday morning, from 8 to 9 o'clock. The public is invited to inspect I h e train.
goof in junior high poetry.
Club, Padueah, Monday.

Women Learn Of
Floor Coverings

Testimonial Given
To Margie Amoss

OBSERVATION TAVERN-LOUNGE OF NEW
I. C. STREAMLINER TO BE SEEN HERE FRIDAY

•

$50,000 In Gifts
To Be Sought In
One-Day Campaign
Ministers, Clubs, Women's Organizations Asked
To Aid; 2 0 0 Workers Will Solicit Donations
In City And County; Pledges Payable In One-Year

May 22 has been set as H-Day in Princeton . . . Hospital Day,, for a community-wide solicitation by 200 or
more workers of donations totaling $50,000 with which t o
effect a start on the proposed new Caldwell County W a r
Memorial Hospital, Chairman Tom Simmons announced
following a meeting of the finance committee Tuesday night*
The finance committee will be
divided into two sub-committees,
Mr. Simmons said, one to have
charge of education and publicity
and the other to supervise solicitation of donations. It is hoped
the major part of the $50,000
goal will be obtained in the oneday
campaign. Pledges may be
All Members O f Butler
paid over a one-year period, Mr.
Faculty Named Again;
Simmons said.
A special gifts committee will
Three Changes At
begin seeking large donations
Eastside
about two weeks prior to May
The City Board of Educa- 22, Mr. Simmons said, and metion, in regular session April morials, to be dedicated to clubs,
8, elected the following teachers churches, organizations or indivand principals for the school iduals, will be arranged for those
sponsoring and undertaking to
term beginning July 1, 1947.
pay for rooms, wards or equipButler High School: C. A. ment.
Horn, principal,
Mrs. Lucille
Ministers of all churches of
Armstrong, Miss Margaret Boaz, the city and county will be askKendall V. Bryant, Mrs. Frank ed to preach a sermon before
Craig, Howard Downing, Miss the financial canvass, Mr. SimPamelia Gordon, John Hackett, mons said, appealing to memJr., Miss Rebekah Henderson, bers of their congregations to
Miss Mary D. Hodge, Miss Vir- support the hospital drive with
ginia Hodge, Miss Gladys Knott, their money and influence. An
John Y. Mercer, Mrs. McKee effort will be made to obtain
Thomson, Miss Martha Shultz, the aid of all clubs, civie orMrs. J. L. Walker, H. J. Watson ganizations, fraternal bodies, woand Miss Robert Lee Beck.
men's elabs and other groups
Mrs. J. D. Alexander, First during the education campaign,
grade.
the chairman said.
Eastside Grade School: Russell
No
funds for construction
Goodaker, attendance officer and grants for hospitals, under the
principal; Eloise Jones, assistant federal aid program, can be exprincipal; Mrs. Hillery Barnett, pected this year, Mr. Simmons
Mrs. Charles Curry, Miss Audie has been authorotatively advised.
Green, Mrs. Henry Lester, Mrs. Bills to centralize health, educaCharles McGough, Mrs. Jose- tion and welfare aid, under a
phine Moore, Miss Eliza Nail new Cabinet secretary, are^ now
and Mrs. H. J. Watson.
under committee consideration
Dotson High and Elementary at Washington but no early acSchool: E. R. Hampton, princi- tion is anticipated, Mr. Simmons
pal, Alvin E. Anthony, Miss stated Wednesday.
Gwendolyn Huff, Miss China
Lou Jones, Miss Juanita McNary and Miss Geraldine Johnson.
Placement of teachers according to grades and subjects to be
taught is left to principals and
Other Officers Installed
the
superintendent, by
the
board's direction.
Monday Night By

School Board
Elects Teachers
For Autumn Term

Steger Is New VFW
Post Commander

Harold Cameron Will
Fly Plane For Visit
•J Cadet Harold Campbell Cameron, student at Castle Heights
Military
Academy,
Lebanon,
Tenn., will arrive Friday, via
plane, to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. N. B. Cameron, Hopkinsville street. Cadet Cameron,
who will pilot the plane here,
will be accompanied by his English instructor, who will fly the
plane back to Lebanon.

Princeton And Marion
Firms Incorporated
Frankfort, (AP) — International Silica Company, of Marion, capitalized at $80,000, was
chartered Monday by T. J. Pate,
of Marion, and two Padueah
men. Dr. R. W. Robertson and
W. H. Robertson, Sr. Other charters granted included:
Easley - W o o d Corporation,
Princeton, $20,000, real estate;
Howard E. and Marguerite Wicker Easley and Edmund B. and
Elizabeth Stallins Wood.

Commander Posey
The newly elected officers of
the Veterans of Foreign War
were installed by Third District
Commander Posey, of Guthrie,
at the post's regular meeting
Monday night, April 27, in the
KU building.
Installed were: post commander, Sam Steger; junior vice
commander,
W.
Q. Ramage;
chaplin, Harold Hollowell; judge
advocate, C. R. Baker; post
surgeon, Dr. Ralph Cash; quarter master, John Owen McKinney; trustee, Kip McConnell.
After installation, Commander
Steger appointed the following to
serve for the year 1947-48: post
adjutant, John Eison, Jr.; sergeant major, Ed Neel; quartermaster sergeant, Murray Sells;
public relation officer, Hubert
Oldtree; officer of the day,
John Paul Morris; patriotic instructor, James Griffin; historian, Jimmy
McCaslin;
color
guards, Bayless Wadlington and
Dick Ethridge; color bearers,
John Paul Morris and "Poss"
Darnell.

Butler High Honor Roll
For 5 th Six-Week Term

Seniors
Special Honor Roll,
Nancy Groom, William Sell, Carolyn Taylor. Regular Honor Roll,
Barbara Beshears, Lucille Blick,
Mary
Lillian
Boaz, Virginia
Gregory, Philip Johnston, Louise
Mayes, Barbara Nail,
Charles
Pool, Charlotte Pool and Martha
Jane Stallins.
Juniors Special Honor Roll,
Joann Pickering. Regular Honor
Roll, Doris Blackburn, Adrian
Burchett, Sue Darnell, Joe Guess,
James Hopper, A. C. Nuckois,
William Phelps, J. W. Robertson
and Earl Skees.
Sophomores
Regular
Honor
Roll, Johnnie Armstrong, Charles
Clark, W. R. Ethridge, Edward
Glass, Margaret Gresham, Betty

Jo Lester,
Juanita Scottfland
Mary Louise Sigler.
Freshmen Special Honor Roll,
David Alexander, Eleanor Ann
Jones, Mary Virginia Meadows
and Fred Taylor. Regular Honor
Roll,
Charles Adams,
Myrtle
Candler, Randall Chambliss, Rosie Beck, Connie Brasher, Zelma
Herrod, James Hodge, Pat Horn,
Omry Dale Meadows, Mamie
Mitchell, Josephine McCallster
and 9ob McConnell.
Freshmen Regular Honor Roll,
Billy Price, Wilma Prince, Ann
Quisenberry, Leona Pearl Ramey, Virginia Randolph, Rosemary
Redd, Sara Richie, Dorla Dean
Stallins, Howard Stone, Charles
(Please turn to page six)
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Pennyrile Postscripts Byo.M.p.

Hurrah For Our Fiscal Court!
Showing themselves mindful at once
Not every fiscal court in Kentucky has
of the « e e d for a modern health institu- been immediately susceptible to such sugtion here and of their own responsibility gestions as these, Involving, if the bond
t o the people of the community, the Caldissue is voted, a new tax upon the people
well Fiscal Court took a step last week i of the community. It may be (and we
which reflects great credit upon it col- are properly modest in this) that the
lectively and upon each member as a pro- court, as well as many other ditizens of
gressive-minded individual . . . when it Princeton and the county, is convinced,
agreed, by unanimous vote, to the sub- through long sustained promotion of the
mission on the general election ballot in new hospital idea by the press of the,
November of the question of a bond issue community, that we should not be withf o r the proposed new Caldwell County out modern hospital facilities any longer.
W a r Memorial Hospital.
For whatever reason, the Fiscal Court's
action
is welcomed and highly commendJudge Clydo O. Wood, as presiding o f ed
here
. . . because it removes, we beficer, and Messrs Elbert MeCaslin, Paul
lieve,
the
last major barrier to the start
Rowland, J. T. White, James Reece, A r thur Wigginton, Thomas Bond and Cal- of a campaign here, first for donations
vin Oats as members of the Fiscal Court, and then for support of the bond issue
proposal, the successful culmination of
surprised some citizens by the manner of
their reception of the Incorporators Com- which should give us the new hospital,
mittee and the way in which they reacted an asset which would be another notable
to the proposals submitted . . . the other evidence of the fine citizenship with which
being the matter of leasing the new hos- our community is blest.
pital, when ready for use, to the Incorporators or a board of trustees yet to be
named, for operation.

The Leader takes off its hat to Judge
Wood and the gentlemen of the Fiscal
Court.

That Report On The Press
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It never does any harm to take a look
at yourself through the eyes of others. To
that extent we are grateful to the group
of two college presidents, nine professors,
a former assistant secretary of state and
a banker who recently made a report on
" w h a t is wrong" with the newspapers,
radio, motion pictures, magazines and
books under the title of " A Free and Responsible Press."
On the other hand, the commission
spent three years and $215,000 in making
its study and has failed to come up with
anything we didn't already know about
ourselves or which we hadn't already
heard roundly expounded.
For instance, the Commission found
that the American press is "less venal
and less subservient to political and economic pressure than that of many other
countries." Anyone who has ever looked
into the matter in the least degree knows
that to be true.
On the other side of the ledger, the
Commission adopts the premise that
newspapers make a mistake in having
"recency or firstness, proximity, combat,
human interest and novelty" as their criteria because "such criteria limit accuracy
and significance." Certainly, time is a
limiting factor in accuracy but not a nullifying one.
A n d just how long, pray, is a newspaper
to wait before an event achieves significance. Is it to wait until tomorrow, or
next month, or next century? Is it to
wait until some " w i s e man puts down a
pencil point and s a y s : " N o w this event
has become significant?"
A s to the Commission's wish that newspapers carried more "significant" news, it
would have been comparatively f o r the
learned gentlemen to have checked a f e w
newspaper files at random and to have
discovered that, increasingly, the newspapers are printing more and more news
of significance. Within the last 15 or 20
years, for instance, the proportion of economic, governmental and international
news has increased many times over,
with a corresponding reduction in crime
news of the cheaper sort.
The Commission speaks of " t h e bias of
owners" and wonders whether there ought
not to be some form of regulation of the
press by the government, at the same
time admitting that government regulation would b6 dangerous. In the first
place, we do not think bias exists to the
extent that the Commission apparently
does. And does the Commission contend,
on the one hand, that no bias exists among
educators or suggest on the other that,
having biases, they should be subjected
to regulation in the manner of common
carriers? It does not.
The Commission is worried because so

many business men have become newspaper owners. May not the business men
who own newspapers be educated, moral,
patriotic persons? May they not ha,ve the
interests of their community at heart?
May not they have achieved their ownership through e f f o r t and struggle and
therefore have firsthand knowledge of
the world's practical problems ? Do not
they have the right to own newspapers
which publish certain views for all to
see and take whatever exception they
wish ? Or does the Commission have some
obscure definition of freedom?
Sometimes we feel, as does the Commission, that there is a lack of variety
among newspapers, particularly in the
case of chain-operated newspapers, but
an individual newspaper of a chain usually circulates in only one city. In some
instances, repetition of style and content
is due simply to the desire of little papers
to look like big ones, with which, after
all, they have to compete in some degree.
Or the explanation may simply be that a
standardized type of content is the merchandise most sought by the newspaperbuying public.
*
It is not clear to us why the Commission lumped together newspapers, radio,
motion pictures, magazines and books.
Their techniques are dissimilar. For instance, the cinema is nearer to the stage
than to the newspaper and the radio
more nearly approximates vaudeville, the
concert stage and a telephone call than it
does the press.
Rather amazingly, we think, the Commission's
chairman,
Dr.
Robert
M.
Hutchins, chancellor of the University of
Chicago, admitting the lack of research
behind the report, states: " W e thing we
did the right thing. W e got what we
wanted to know." Is that a statement
born of a desire for accuracy and assurance that it was achieved? It may mean
that the report was written to conform
to a preconceived pattern.
The most fallacious premise of all is
that the press, to protect itself from its
own shortcomings, should submit itself to
the type of governmental regulations meted out to public utilities. Newspapers will
fight that proposal to the death, for if
that time ever were to come, freedom of
the press will have vanished and there
will be regulation and regimentation in
its place. A s to responsibility, where, in
such a system, would responsibility lie?
W e agree with Time magazine which
put up $200,000 for thg survey that, considering the caliber of the men it thought
had been chosen to make the survey and
the time and the money they had at their
disposal, the result is disappointing, to
say the least.
(Ohio State Journal)

A recent editorial in the Lexington
Herald recalls the many good fights that
excellent paper has made in the past for
excellent causes. W e do not seek to nor
would.we wish to discredit that fine record, or the personal record insofar as
we know it of its editor, Tom Underwood.
The conclusion of the editorial brings
us up to the present. The finish mentions disliking the idea of being put " i n
the class with bolters, machine politicians
and selfish interests" for refusing to support Harry Lee Waterfield.
Evidently Mr. Underwood is uncomfortable in the company he finds in his camp.
No one put you in the class with bolters
and machine politicians, Mr. Underwood.
Exercising that God-given free will, you
walked into it with your eyes wide open,
under your own power.
Mr. Underwood isn't the only politician
who keeps looking about his camp in dism a y ; Hubert Meredith in a letter to the
Courier-Journal also expresses resentment
at being lumped with the fair weather
Democrats supporting Clements.
Wouldn't

wonder

if

even

Happy

At 2:33 o'clock Thursday afternoon, The Leader's phone rang,
long and loUdly, for the first
time that week. After we got
over our surprise and answered
the thing . . . found the call was
for Hyla Mohon, telephone manager, who happened to be visiting usl
*

•

•

IMSHftlS

verse is pertinent:
Here's to the chlgger with a
head no bigger
Than the point of a little pin;
The welt he raises hurts like
blazes,
And that's where the rub comes
in.
*

*

*

Zellner Peal, Lexington insurance man and tfne of our favorite persons, visited at our house
the other day. Zellner knows a
lot of answers . . . and opines
Eldon Dummit is gonna be
mighty hard to beat for the GOP
nomination.

Dial system advocates are more
numerous heje than they were
before the telephone strike. Even
tho many persons realize the advent pf an automatic exchange
here would eliminate a good
many jobs . . . they would like
to be able to use their phones
*
*
•
without worrying about the hu-.
It was a dead give-away when
man equation.
Jim Park endorsed Dummit . . .
*
*
*
that he had powerful backing,
Our neighbor, Allen Murphy, including the KU, Mr. Park bewho operates as an amateur ing a member of the KU's law
radio broadcaster on his own firm. Should the KU succeed
hook, beat the telephone strike in getting both Clements and
for Mrs. Michael J. Alster by Dummit nominated, the utility
getting a message through to would be home free and doing
her
at
Chicago
that
her very nicely.
*
*
•
mother, Mrs. R. S. Gregory,
had successfully, undergone a
The biggest legislative fight
major operation at the Marion Kentucky has ever experienced
Hospital last Thursday and all
Is in the making if the four
was well. Allen is currently a
State Teachers Colleges stage a
Boy Scout patrol' leader in a
free-for-all in an effort to obtraining course for adult Scouttain university rating for their
ers . . . and this was a splendid
respective schools. To us it apgood deed for that day.
pears the sensible thing to do
•
*
*
would be this: Consolidate these
From an old and valued Teachers Colleges into one or
friend, C. Frank Dunn, the
two strong institutions and then
famed "Horesfeathers" of Blue
restore the State University to
Grass renown, comes a note to
the status any university should
the effect it is suspected the enjoy. Some Teachers Colleges,
friend sent me Four Roses, inlike many state parks, were born
stead of the more innocuous
of political expediency—and all
flowers, March 27, since we cararen't really legitimate or necesried that date-line on our front sary.
page two straight weeks.
(Glasgow Times)
•
*
*
•
*
*
A neighbor says the Republican gubernatorial race is "between a city slicker and a country bumpkin" and we draw the
inference that Joe Richardson
means Morton
is the slicker,
Dummit, the bumpkin. Well, we
never would have thought of a
Lexingtonian as a ruralite unversed in the ways of the city;
but be that as it may, the November finale seems much more
likely to pit a country boy
against a big town lad; which
is all right with us, the advantage in a case like that being
with the former . . . either Harry Lee Waterfield or Earle Clements.
*

•

•

The outdoor season is at
hand, so this little borrowed

Literary
Guidepost

I'm trying desperately to get
the Scout movement going again.
It changes a boy. He has a different ' look on his face if he
has been a Scout.—King Paul
of Greece.
•

*

*

Whiskey is a sinful thing
That only woe and. grief can
bring!
It makes your speech uncouth
and rude,
And lends a brazen attitude.
It soils your clothes and fouls
your breath,
And ultimately ends in Death.
He who shall claim it as a friend
Is sure to comp to some bad end.
It is loathesome to taste—
Most repulsive I think it;
But by holding my nose,
I manage to drink it!
(McLean County News)

What It Meanu

Airborne Power
In Atomic Age
By Elton C. Fay
Washington — Swift striking,
heavily armed divisions' of airborne troops are being provided
for in atomic age defense plans.
Bulwarking regular Army airborne divisions will be an "MDay" force of Organized Reserve
and National Guard airborne divisions.
Maj, Gen. Floyd L. Parks,
commander of the First Airborne
Army in World War II, says:
"The war demonstrated the effectiveness of these airborne divisions, and our peacetime structure is recognizing this fact."
Parks, now chief of the Army's
public relations division, says
emphasis on flying armies is
pointed up by the fact that, of
two effectve divisions now in the
United States, one is airborne—
the 82nd at Fort Bragg, N. C.
War Department
strategists
have contended that airborne
troops would be of paramount
importance should the United
States be subjected to a sudden
attack by long range rocket missiles, airplanes and airborne
troops. They would be needed
to strike at the bases from which
such attacks are launched as
well as to help to defend and
maintain order in the attacked
areas of the United States.
Some generals contend, after
observing tests on men and
equipment in Army ground forces tests in Alaska, that only an
airborne army fcouki operate
in the sub-zero cold of the Arctic. Thfe temperature solidifies
lubricants, makes the starting of
gasoline engines difficult and
narrows the physical efforts of
soldiers to the mere business of
keeping alive, with no energy
left for fighting or moving.
While details of plans for the
National Guard are not yet
ready, five Organized Reserve
airborne divisions have been authorized. Two— the 100th and
80th—already are activated.
The 100th, redesignated from
the "Century" infantry division
which fought in the Rhineland
and Central Europe in World
War II, has its headquarters at
Louisville, Ky. The 80th, the
"Blue Ridge" infantry division,
which fought in Europe in both
wars, is based at Richmond, Va.
Some units of the three remaining divisions also have been
activated. One is in the 1st Army
Area, embracing the northeast-

ern states. It will be designated
as the 98th Infantry Divialon,
but in event of mobilization will"
be trained and used as an airborne division. The other two
are the 108th, in the 3rd
(southeastern statet) Army Area,
and the 84th, in the 6th (northcentral Btates) Army Area.
Because former airborne officers and men are so widely
scattered, training of airborne
reserve divisions will parallel
that of reserve infantry outfits
100 hours a year in two-hour
weekly home or armory periods,
plus two weeks of active duty
summer field training.
Until
Congress approves pending appropriation
proposal
home
training will be without pay, although pay will be made foi
field training.
Men assigned to Organized
Reserve airborne divisions will
be given opportunity to attend
courses at the Army's Fort
Bragg airborne base as far as
facilities will allow.
The regular Army has one
other airborne division -r- the
11th, in Japan—in existence in
addition to the 82nd at Fort
Bragg, now building up to full
authorized strength. The 11th,
however, maintains only an organizational form. Its chief duties are those of occupation.
The Army organized its .first
airborne unit as a staff division
in the ground forces five years
ago, although members of a test
platoon had made the first mass
parachute jump a year earlier.
From this beginning the parachute and glider units which
spearheaded some of the major
battles in Europe and the Southwest Pacific developed.
Earlier this year the Army disclosed plans to expand airborne
divisions to the size of a regular infantry division of between
16,000 and 18,000 men. Officials

said today these plans had been
recalled for further study.
As initially
organized,
an
American airborne division contained between 8,000 and 9,000
soldiers. However, when the
time came to use them in ac-
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By W. G. Rogers
T H E W A Y OF T H E S O U T H , by

How-

ard W. Odum (MacmHIan; »3>..
The South, says Dr. Odum,
University of North Carolina
professor who for years has assisted in liberal efforts to improve relations, is a distinctive
part of America, just like New
England or the West. Like them
it possesses its own history and
its own heritage, and like them
it comes to the present day conditioned by yesterday.
Its own peculiar shape, odor
and color are due not only to
its climate, its fertile and beautiful hills and valleys and its
original status as a pioneering
region, but also . . . and herein
it differs from other sections of
the country . . . to decades of
slavery, to defeat in the Civil
war and to the character of reconstruction.
Despite the advantages of
moonlight and magnolias, "it has
inherited a larger number • of
handicaps than other regions,"
the author believes. Rich in human and natural resources, it
lacks technological skills, capital
and an adequately realized "institutional" substance such as
home, family, government, industry, educational and literary
agencies.
But Dr. Odum's emphasis on
the region's culture is meant
rather to explain its consequences than to excuse them. Only
Chandler's thick-skinned Woodford Counagainst the South's own inalient y Charley McCarthy isn't perspiring a
able background, he asserts, can
bit to find at his elbow the man he charoutsiders go down there and
criticize justly the deplorable
acterized, by analogy, as a "yellow d a w g "
conditions which he'"then prolast November.
ceeds to acknowledge, such as
W e never called any of these people by
discrimination against the Negro
such terms. The labels they wear were
in school, court, fictory and
attached by themselves.
W e welcome voting booth.
them back in the party. W e are not opDisturbed by indications that
posed to a unified party which includes northerners more and more
readily accept Bilboism and 'Tothem. W e do oppose turning the leadership of that party over to a group which bacco Road" as symbols of this
vast section of their country,
threw it down on various occasions in
Dr/ Odum maintains that the
the past.
South is working on its probIn November, we will be pleased to see lems, that it has made some
them at the polls, once again staunch progress, but that there is no
party members, atoning for their past immediate solution. There must
be no violation, he warns, of
sins by voting for Harry Lee Waterfield,
the South's precious "spiritual
the party's nominee. And they can bring
and cultural
integrity." The
along the three or four supporters who country as a whole, however,
have stuck with them, too.
Or should
has a double obligation: "So to
we say were stuck with t h e m ?
cooperate with the South in administering the American democ(Somerset Journal)
racy and economy as to help develop the region; and to enrich
the notion in so doing," for "the
Some species of penguin live as far way of the South is first of all,
i north as the tropical Galapagos Islands. American and then southern."

Welcome Back The Party Blacksheep

We
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Friday, April 18th

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 A. M.

It's coming! A new kind of train! And a new kip
travel! Super de luxe, yet economical. Swift, y*|
pleasant you'll regret the speed of passing hof
A history making train—the first to make a start!
Coach » o h made for perfect relaxation. Scientifically
designed leg rests that bring
you to your destination feeling fresh as a daisy.

finish, morning-to-night run of 9 2 1

miles bet*l

Chicago and New Orleans—the first ever to offer f
time service between the Great Lakes and the G|
Mark your calendar! Don't miss inspecting this ma
icent new Illinois Central all-coach streamliner!
<laily service April 27th.

Ni.

ILLINOIS
h It* dining ear, ff» founeM
Of* observation cars you'll And
Ike finest of everything-priced

M A I N

CENTRAL
RAILROAD
1 I N I
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lounty Agent's
Column •
By

J. r .

THE

Graham

Corn
fcontributed by W. C. JohnField Agent in Agronomy,
Ljje of Agriculture and Home
Lomii-. Lexington,
fater is very ften the limitfactor in producing high
Is pf corn in Kentucky. A
[ bushel corn yield requires
I equivalent of about 20 inchL( rainfall. Even though there
Lottie
lothmtJ t h e farmer can do to A C Q U I T T E D — Mrs.
63-year-old
Lence rainfall there is much (Tot) Lockman,
stands up in
can be done to conserve the housekeeper,
court
at
Madison,
Ind. (April
Lr that does fall throughout
a Jefferson Circuit Court jury
I year.
11) to receive the verdict of
oils of high fertility, well
that acquitted her of a charge
Iplied with organic matter
that she attempted to murder
T humus, are much more
Mrs. Mayme McConnell, wife
Lght-resistant than are those
of her employer, by poisoning.
• low fertility. Hillside fields
After hearing the verdict, Mrs.
|illy show effect of dry weaLockman shook the jurors'
| sooner than. level areas.
hands and then burst into
wise selection of land is tears. (AP Wirephoto)
first importance in production
gh corn yields. Level areas to late spring plowing.
Lid be built to their maxiWorking spring-plowed land
j fertility and used for pro- immediately after plowing and
Ition of corn and other row fall-plowed land early in the
spring, facilitates seedbed pre[ll farmers do not have level paration and conserves water.
s for corn; in fact, a large Such early working however
of Kentucky's crop
land should leave land rough, as after
iloping and hilly. When corn a harrow, rather than smooth, as
It be cultivated on sloping after a roller or drag, and should
extra precautions must be be on the contour in order to
fen to conserve moisture. Even reduce losses by erosion. Use of
gentle slopes, contour cuUiva- a section of a harrow attached
may increase corn yields behind tractor-drawn plows aids
pnuch as 6 or 8 bushels an in preparing a good seedbed.
fe, due to better conservation
Shallow cultivation, only to the
Later. Terracing is a valuaextent
necessary
to control
asset in preventing water
weeds, contributes to moisture
[•off and where sloping lane}
conservation, whereas deep culfct be used in crop rotations.
tivation, or cultivation when un| ed yields will soon pay
necessary to control weeds, pro| terrace construction,
motes loss of moisture. High
(ulturat practices also influproducing fields are seldom culwater conservation. Depth
tivated more than two or three
plowing has little effect on
times.
except as it contributes to
The kind of corn planted does
seedbed preparation and
lelly little is gained by plow- not affect conservation of moisI more than 6 or 7 inches ture but most hybrids recomEarly plowing, either late mended for Kentucky have exor early spring, is preferable cellent root systems and can better utilize the available water.
On many Kentucky farms the
problem of removing surplus water is just as important as . that
of conserving moisture. Many
acres of potentially fertile bottom land are now unproductive
because of poor drainage. In
such cases the first problem
would be to provide drainage
either by tiling or ditching.

(m. M. YOUNG
Dealer
Fredonia, Xy.

News From The Past

News representing Uvea, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
WHIWIWW
Il tHa
ilmHWWMWHMMIMIMIMUIIMIIMWIIHIHMIIHHM, 40 years ago recorded nowhere but In the yellowed files of TwlceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reSome In-Between
uters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Vegetables
September 6, 1921. Mr. and
June 4, 1020. Hon. J. Elliot
H
Now Is the time to start beets,
Baker and C. E. Gaddie attend- Mrs. John S. Martin and daughcarrota, sweet corn and beans.
ter, Nina, left Saturday mornTheir fertilizing requirements ed the Shriners' meeting last ing for a visit to their son, Fred
Wednesday.
are substantially the same, the
Martin, at Evansville.
scheme
outlined
here some
August
17,
1920.
Mrs.
J.
A.
weeks ago. But there are indiJuly 22, 1921. Miss Pamelia
vidual differences that need Brannock and baby daughter,
Gordoi)
is visiting her aunt,
Jodelle, of Midway, Ky., who
stressing.
Mrs. J. R. Davidson, and grandhave
been
here
on
a
visit
to
her
Beets—Poor stand is a common
parents, Esq. J. T. Gordon and
complaint, from too deep plant- mother, Mrs. Adelle Catlett, the
wife, in Dyer, Tenn.
last
several
weeks,
will
return
ing. Beet seed is really a dried
home
tomorrow
morning.
berry containing 4 to 6 seeds
August 16, 1921. J. A. Stegar
as small as those of turnips. If
and
family made a delightful
March
17,
1914.
Mrs.
Marshall
the "eight times" rule were literally followed, the covering Polk, Nashville, Tenn., will ar- trip to Hokinsville Monday of
depth would be less than Va rive this Week for a visit to last week in his new Steudebaker car bought of Phillips Bros.
r sister, Mrs. Dique Eldred.
inch, too shallow to ensure
The round trip was made in
enough moisture for the seed
]
March
20, 1914. Miss Fannie extraordinary good time withto sprout. However, with the
seed covered no more than Vi Goodwin, of Fairview, G. P. out the slightest trouble.
inch, the seedlings all working Goodwin and daughter, Mrs.
together generally results in at Crowder and Miss Minnie Cros- "^August 16, 1921. Little Sara
least one staying, particularly ier, and F.'U. Lacy and family, Frances Akin is visiting Hester
when the sowing is done on a of Otter Pond, spent Sunday Virginia Haydon in Wallonia.
slight ridge. Crosby's Egyptian very pleasantly with the family
August 20, 1920. Frank G.
is the best variety. One ounce of C. E. Wolff, in the Dripping
Springs community.
Wood entertained the preachers
of seed sows 50 feet.
connected with the Community
Carrots—Here 1b a small and
slow-sprouting seed, but if a
March 24, 1914. Dr. L. O. Meeting at diiyier yesterday. In
half-sowing of early radishes Young, of Cobb, spent last night the absence of Rev. A. D. Litchwere made with it and covered in the city as guest of George field, Walter Towery filled his
at radish-depth, Mi inch, full F. Catlett, and attended the reg- place at the table, laden with
rows of carrots should result. ular meeting of Princeton Lodge good eats: All present enjoyed
themselves immensely.
One ounce sows 100 feet. Thin- No. 50 L O. O. F.
ning to one inch should be done
for shapely early carrots. The J March 31, 1914. George Glenn
The real name of the French
best general variety is red-color- and son, Gordon, of Crider, were writer, Voltaire, was Francois
ed Chantenay.
in the city Saturday and stated Marie Arouet.
Vermouth has a base of white
Beans—Although these tend to that the Crider telephone exfall in the "warm" class, Red change was progressing nicely, wine, fortified with alcohol and
Valentine and Tennessee Green- and would soon be connected then aged for a year or more
in wooden casks.
pod, cold-hardy varieties, may with Princeton.
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•y JOHN
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Coal and Lumber Co., which six-mile-long leather belt has
contributed $350 to pay for been rolled up in Worchester.
Twenty-four 4-H club mem- plants and fertilizer and provide
Made from the hides of 450
bers in McCreary county have prizes.
steers
by a local leather firm,
enrolled In a county-wide strawthe belt—"largest In the world!"
berry project, half of them setemployes said — soon will ba
tlon a fourth-acre to plants, the One Mill Will Get
whirling about power shafts in
others, an eighth-acre, Sponsor Belt Out Of This
of the prpject is the Stearns
Worcester, Mass. — (JP) — A a Florida lumber mill.

Boosts

Strawberries

F M

J

A«»ro-Golifwyn Mayer reveal? for
the FIRST TIME O N

I have two trucks and will haul

Livestock-Limestone
Coal - Household
Goods - Sawdust

ATOMIC BOMB I

o r

Day Phone 127-J

Night Phone 127-W

£jg

t h e W n d

Skurtny •'
B R I A I w S f e R O B E R ^

DONLE

EVERLY TYLER
„» TOM DR
AUDREY T d T E R - J U M E CRONYN

^rnnrm

THURS.

&

FR1.,

APR.

24-25

ADMISSION — THIS ATTRACTION
12c & 34c Til 6 P.M.
12c & 40c After 6 P.M.

TODAY
AND

Face To Face
With Her Past!
I«H«

Paul

Claud*

DAVIS-HENREID-RAINS

FRIDAY

FEATURES AT
1:15 - 3:17 - 5:16
7:23-9:30
MOVIETONE NEWS

COMIC IN COLOR

A P R I L 19

>^9Aan

from

O P E N 10 A . M.
FEATURES AT
10:15-11:54-1:33
3:12 -4:51 - 6:30
7:59 - 9:28

w
Monte HALf
Adrian BOOTH • Ferris TAYLOR • Emmttt LYNN
NEW SERIAL! NO. 1
MERR1E MELODY COMIC

THE CRIMSON GHOST"
SPORTS PARADE

SUNDAY
AND

"STEWART

MONDAY

DONNA REED

A P R I L 20-21

la Frank Capra's

IT'S A
WONDERFUL LIFE

FEATURES AT
1:38-4:08
6:38 - 9:08

I

Lionel B A R R Y M O R E

PARAMOUNT NEWS OF THE WORLD

TUESDAY
AND

WEDNESDAY

FEATURES AT
1:15 - 3:14 - 5:18
7:22-9:26

SPECIAL!
COLOR COMIC

THURSDAY
AND

FRIDAY
A P R I L 24-25
FEATURES AT
1:15-3:15-5:15
7:15 - 9:15

•

"THE LAST BOMB" IN COLOR
SCREEN NOVELTY

Tfie BEGINNING
_ 0 R THE

ONE OF THE YEAR'S MORE IMPORTANT PICTURES

Eillie Robinson

i.-Mnd4

"Tfie
BEGIHMIHG

A P R I L 22-23

ANYTHING!
ANY TIME!
ANY WHERE!

H

BIG SHOWS

SATURDAY

HAULING

SCRflP,

g t h e g ' r e o l e » ? ' T % A M A of oil t i m e , M l

T*

Venus's Fly Trap is a plant
found in North and South Carolina which feeds on small insects which it traps in its leaves.
Two of the greatest Roman
The number of active volcanoes
is estimated at between 300 and poets were friends: Virgil and
Horace.
400.

THE

the p e r i o r a l M l ' M A N

J

be planted after mid-April with
an even chance that they will
succeed. Both to risk a minimum of seed and to give the
beans every opportunity to make
themselves quickly, seed spacing
should be 3 inches. Covering
should be % inch. Sowing in a
slight ridge helps drainage and
soil-packing from beating rains.
Sweet Corn—Although some
seed-rotting and later stalksstunting may attend early planting of corn, yet the prospect of
corn by late June is enough to
warrant planting of some now.
The most-named variety is Adams, but Ioana, much better
corn and only 10 days later,
should be used instead. Four
seeds in hills 30 inches square,
covered Vi inch and thinned to
2 stalks, should average almost
4 ears of splendid corn.

CfNTURY!

CAPITOL

essir, Folks, here's the
kind of event that can
only happen every now
and then — a whole collection
of big shows to entertain and
thrilj you -— your family —
your friends . . . .

Y

During the next few weeks
your f a v o r i t e stars — the
grandest stories—Hollywood's
finest entertainments will be
lavishly paraded before you
for your pleasure and enjoyment . . .
Cast your eyes upon the
listing of superb attractions at
your left. . . truly a glittering
and imposing array of big
shows to captivate and enthrall you . . .
And this is only the beginning, Folks—only the beginning . . . Here are MORE of
our Spring Carnival of Big
Shows you'll want to see . . .
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and
Maureen O'Hara in the fabulous, wonderous Technicolor
adventure, "SINBAD THE SAILO R " . . . "THE VERDICT", suspense-laden thriller starring
Sidney Greenstreet and Peter
Lorre . . . the immortal "REBECCA" starring Joan Fontaine
and Laurence Oliver . . . Ida
Lupino and Robert Alda in
"THE MAN I LOVE"
. . . .
"MARGIE" . . . " N O R A PRENT I S S " . . . "TIL THE CLOUDS
ROLL BY" . ; . " O F HUMAN
B O N D A G E " . . . Irving Berlin's "BLUE SKIES" . . .

I

I

It's wonderful . . . it's tremendous . . . it's proof positive T B O C T T C (the big ones
come to the Capitol)!

THEATRE

OPEN DAILY AT 1:00 P. M. — CONTINUOUS SHOWS TIL 11:00 P. M.

k'4 JhM

Or leave orders with
E o b i n s c n
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Fredonia News

Mrs. Jewell Parsons, who has
been the guest of her mother,
Mrs. L. B. Young, and Mr.
Young, left Wednesday for her
home In New York.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. David Stallings, of Lewistown.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and
son, Junior, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Burklow, and Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Monroe Butts at Camp
Breckinridge, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray, Evansville, were guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Ray,
over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
and daughter, Carrie, visited
their son, Bill Eldridge, and
Mrs. Eldridge in Princeton Sunday.
Mrs. Carrie Ordway was called
to Salem Friday by the death of
her brother, M. P. DeBoe, who
was 79 years old. He had been
ill for over two ^ears of paralysis.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Smith
were called here from Detroit
by the serious illness of his
father, Jake Smith. He is in the
Crittenden County hospital, having suffered a stroke at his
home in Crayne last week.
Mrs. Jewell Parsons, Mrs. Lester Young and Gary Lee Parsons were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Basil Tucker in Sullivan
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke
and daughter, Jackie, Clarksville, were the week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess.
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
attended
a meeting of
the
Princeton Presbytery in Paducah
Wednesday
_
Mr. William Henry and son,
Jerry, Chicago, have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Bugg.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Blackburn were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. T. R. Feagan Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess,
Mrs. Issac Butler, Mrs. Justis
Rogers and son, Gerald, Miss
Imogene Wigginton and Seth
Wigginton, attended the funeral
services of M. P. DeBoe in Salem Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Willis Butts, Frankfort,

was the week-end guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Rev. Munday, of Hopkinsville,
will hold a revival in the Legion Hall April 21-May 4.
The Ladiei' Aid of the Cumberland Presbyterian church will
hold
their
regular
monthly
meeting with Mrs. Allle Bugg
and Mrs. Dave Perkins Thursday night. '
The Baptist W. M. U. Circle
No. 1 held their monthly meeting with Mrs. T. L. Grubbs
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Florence Parr, who has
been quite ill at her home of
influenza and complications, is
improving.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Moore and
Mrs. Jim Blackburn were in Paducah shopping Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn and children, Richie and
Brenda Fay, were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Maxwell Morgan Sunday.
Mr. Donald Brasher, student at
B. G. B. U., Bowling Green,
spent the week-end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess and Miss
Dorothy Brasher were guests of
Mrs. George Hoke in Clarksville Friday.
Messrs. Earl Morgan, J. R.
Moore, Clarence Harper, John
Blackburn, and Mrs. Jim Blackburn attended Presbytery at
Macedonia Tuesday and Wednesday, representing
Flatrock
Cumberland Presbyterian church,
A Stewardship revival is in
progress at the Baptist church
this week, with the Rev. E. B.
Sawyer, Murray, in charge of
services.
J. C. Butts lefts Monday for
Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr.,
Sturgis, were business callers in
town last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, were guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson Sunday.
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville, was the week-end guest of
her sister, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.
Mrs. Beluah Stephenson, Chillocothe, 111., returned home after spending several days as
guests of her daughter, Mrs. Tal-

Compare
These prices on First Quality Paint

—

Red Spot House Paint — $5 in 5 gal. lots

SPOT 4-HR. ENAMEL

Gallon Gallon Quarts Pints Pints
$5
$2.75
$1.50
.85
.45

SPOT FLOOR ENAMEL 4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT Enamel Undercoater 4
SPOT PERMALITE
RED SPOT LINOQUICK
'RED SPOT SHELLAC
RED SPOT White Creosote
RED SPOT FLATWALL PAINT 3

v JMb^.
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From Your Garden

Typical Circus day scenes with King Bros. Circus, which
shows here, afternoon and night, Friday, April 18.
ley Baker, and Mr. Baker.
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mrs.
V. E. Coleman, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edd Phelps were in Evansville
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
entertained with a birthday dinner Tuesday honoring their little son, Danny, who celebrated
his third birthday. Guests were
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan and
son, Ted.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brock
meyer and daughter, Sandra,
were Sunday afternoon guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hester in Eddyville.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker,
Mrs. Carrie Ordway and Floyd
Ordway attended funeral services of Mr. M. P. DeBoe in Saem Baptist church Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Glayds Walker was in
Crayne Saturday morning, where
she visited at the home of Jake
Smith, who is critically ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Melton
and baby returned from Mt.
Vernon, 111. last week. Mrs. Melton and children will remain at
the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Harmon.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young were invited guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Johnson
at their home in Mexico, honoring Mrs. Johnson's parents' 50th
wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, Bowling Green, spent the
week-end as guests of her par-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett. Mr. Taylor is attending
B. G. B. U.
Katie Jean Jaco, little daughter of Prof, and Mrs. Hubert Jaco,
was painfully injuried Saturday
afternoon when she fell on a
piece of glass and cut her hand.
W. M. U. Circle No. 2 met
with Mrs. Elbert Beck for their
regular meeting Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson, Mr.
and Mrs. Byrd Guess, Mrs. Ambie fuller, Mrs. T. F. Feagan,
Mrs. Delmar Bradshaw, Mrs.
Hampton Carner and T. O.
Jones attended funeral services
of Mrs. Bessie Vinson, at the
White Sulphur church, Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Franklin,
Madisonville, were guests of her
sister, Mrs. Floyd Jones, and
Mr. Jones, Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie Ordway, Mrs. D.
O. Boas, Mrs. Wilford Baker
and Mrs. W. B. Binkley called
at the home of Mrs. M. P. DeBoe in Salem, Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hackney were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Belnap Hillyard Sunday.
Eveiybody reads The Leader!

ENTAl PLATES

1.70

So Easily

CASEIN (Original Cold
Water Paint)

W d J ^ f ^ i I Kltenite
ends messy, harm,ul trashing. Jul pat year
1
W piste er bridge in a (lass
V ^ S f
of water. Add a Utile Kleenile. Presto! Slsins. dis1 colorations, denture odor disappear. Your
teeth spsrkle like new Ask roar druftisl
toils, for Kleenite.

Joiner's

K I E E N I T E the Brushlers Way

Your Paint Store of Friendly Service
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NEW SPRAYS MAKE IT EASY to insects and cabbage worms;
the tomato fruit worm and JapTO GET RID OF INSECTS
anese beetles. But it should not
By Robert E. Gelger
be used on cabbage plants after
( A P Nawafaatur*
Wrltar)
There's a new school of the heads begin to form.
It also kills insects that attack
thought in insect control that
simplifies "bug killing and dis- rose plants and may be used with
ease control for the home gar- sulphur t o discourage black
spot.
dener.
Another new compound is beBriefly it's this:
ing given a trial in greenhouses
Rotenone and pyrethrum will and in fields and may be offerkeep almost all of the backyard ed the public later.
pests under control.
It is hexaethyl tetraphosphate,
There also are scientific John- nicknamed "het". In preliminary
nies-come-lately, like DDT, the tests it has proved,to be a phesuper killer that got its big nomenal killer of aphids in
test in the war as a slayer of greenhouses.
disease carrying insects. Now
The weed killer, 2,4-D, may
the gardener may use it as a save back-breaking work with a
supplement for the two funda- hoe. But the experts warn amamental insecticides, rotenone and teur gardeners it cannot be psed
pyrethrum.
in vegetable and flower gardens.
W. H. White, chief of the division of truck crop and gardon insect investigation for the Farm Group Makes
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Big Tobacco Yield
recommends that home gardenMore than 20 farmers within
ers discard arsenical poisons en- a radius of 3 miles in the Old
tirely.
Mt. Herman neighborhood in
He believes the arsenicals are Monroe county produced over a
too poisonous to use on food ton of tobacco to the acre last
plants when rotenone and py- year. Although the majority grew
rethrum are available. And these Ky. 16, other varieties, such as
two bug killers are expected to Ky. 41A, Ky. 19 or Ky. 34, have
be in good supply this season. been tried out during the past
In addition to these two pois- six years. Farm Agent Justus L.
ons, White suggests home gar- Ellis says that the best job
deners will forestall damage to these farmers have done is in
their gardens if they broadcast building up their soil through
poison bait to kill cutworms be- the use of cover crops, all of
fore the plants appear or are them using vetch and crimson
set out.
clover with some grain.
Poison bait may be purchased
Take Jack Scott for instance.
ia most seed stores, ready-pre- Ten years ago when he started
pared.
reclaiming land which had worn
It should be used especially out for 40 years or m&re, he
near tomato and cabbage plants. found it necessary to uSfe lime
White says cutworms are al- and phosphate heavily in order
most sure to attack these vege- to get a cover crop to grow. He
tables if bait isn't used. An al- has continued to seed crimson
ternative is to place cardboard clover and vetch, and usually
or metal "collars" around the uses from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds
young plants.
fertilizer to the acre. Gradually
Otherwise, he believes, insect his soil has improved, until this
control should be delayed until year he sold more than a ton of
pests appear.
tobacco to the acre on 1.4 acres
Gardeners, he says, should for $1,400.
keep a careful check on their
plants and at the first sign of
Hound Shows Sense
the presence of harmful insects
steps should be taken to kill For Moonshine Scents
them off. Otherwise the job beKenansville, N. C. — Sheriff
comes a serious one.
Ralph J. Jones is waging all-out
In general, he says, pyrethrum war on moonshine still operais effective against insects that tors in Duplin county. Out of
damage plants by sucking their his own pocket he bought a
juices. Rotenone is effective couple
of
registered
bloodagainst those that cause damage hounds.
by chewing.
When a big still was found
White suggests they may be near Magnolia, the operators
The
bloodhounds were
used against yuch common pests fled.
as aphids,
beetles,
including placed on the hot trail and
bean, squash and cucumber beet- started off.
A little way on, one dog stoples, and lice.
He recommends using them in ped and bristled in front of a
dust form. Rotenone dust, es- pile of brush.
A search disclosed not a man
pecially, stays longer on the
hidden there but 10 gallons of
plants than rotenone spray.
He also suggests that purchas- Duplin white lightning.
ers check the rotenone and pyrethrum packages to be sure
they contain at least threefourth of one percent (.75 percent) of rotenone or .3 percent
of pyrethrum. No less than that
T o make this simple, no rlak hearis effective against many pests. ing teat with O u r i n e d r o p , u s e d with
syringe. If you are deafened,
Rotenone, he says, is particu- aimple
bothered
by
ringing,
buzzing
head
noises
due
hardened or coagulated
larly effective against the Mex- w a x ( c e r u m to
e n ) , try the Ourine H o m e
ican
bean beetle,
cucumber Method teat that so many s a y haa enabled them t o hear well again. You
beetles and cabbage aitd brocco- must hear better a f t e r malting this
test or y o u get y o u r money
li worms. It also kills some ap- simple
back at once. A s k about Ourine Ear
Drops t o d a y at
nids and plant lice.
DAWSON'S
DRUQ
STORE
Nicotine also is an aphid killer.
As for DDT, now availabe to
the home gardener, White suggests it is good for killing pota-
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Bids Are Asked On
UK Fine Arts Center

• Has your chair sprung
a spring? Goodbye comfort — and if neglected,
goodbye chair! Better have
all those springs tied and
a strong webbing job done
as part of your "sprini
cleaning!"

Final plans and specifications
have been accepted by the University of Kentucky board of
trustees for the proposed new
million-dollar Fine Arts Center
and contractor's bids are scheduled to be opened on May 29/
No specific date for the beginning has been set.

Hammond
Upholstery Shop

The novels of Jules Verne,
who died in 1905, predicted aeroplanes, submarines and television.

200 S. Jefferson St.

"SPECIAL O F F E R "
Mothers Day

Special

kt. Gold Pilled Locket
exactly as shown; beautiful workmanahlp;
10 day
money
back
guarantee.
Send no money. Just pay
poHtman
price
plus
tax
and pontage.
Mall
today.
State choice ot
locketa.
Bethel

P.

Ring

A

Novelty

O. Box
Atlanta t,

Co

4092
Oa.

W e have been cooperating with telephone
operators during the strike and at the same time
we are striving to take care of our customers,
both Day and Night.
So please don't forget when service is resumed

. . . .
CALL

Henrietta Hotel

Watch Your
Kidneys/

Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste mstter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work— do
not set as Nature intended—(sil to remove Impurities that, if retained, may
oison the system and upset the whole
ody machinery.
Symptoms msy be nagging backache,
persistent headache, attacks of dizziness,
getting up nighta, swelling, puffiness
under the eyee—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
Other signs oi kidney or bladder dlaorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no donbt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Doon't Pills. Doan't have been winning
new friends for mors than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Atk your neighbor!

E

M2»

ELECTRIC HOT WATER
HEATERS
LIGHT FIXTURES
£

ELECTRIC FANS

/

ITS

CAYCE-YOST CO.
(INCORPORATED)

SAL

ToYactfiKrtt/t

)

One of the most interesting and exhilarating
sports.

Whether for business, pleasure or sport, you
will find motorcycling economical, healthful and most enjoyable.

Easy Who*
tor* th* Mo/itn
Way—Vs* Pr.

cycles ridden for pleasure are among the safest vehicles on the road. Their record is 315,459 miles an
accident which makes them a much safer v e h i c l e than
the automobile.

Cruise and Travel* 11. It'« so simple! It's »o
Knox . . . a chubby sailor in stop-light red

ELECTRIC IRONS

IN HOPKINSVILLE

Very economical transportation.

SaIsbury's Vaccina Statistics compiled by United States motorcycle clubs
ItCtrtainly Wtil Pay! indicate that contrary to widespread opinion, motor-

WIRING DEVICES

POP-UP TOASTERS

Almost unlimited traveling opportunities.

New associations and friendships through
motorcycle club activities.
5 A L 5 3 U R Y

straw; Nice punctuation for Spring nary and

CREDIT
TERMS

N

V

Denham's
Jewelry Store
Phone 7

P t i c e t Include Federal Ta>

For S A F E T Y plus S T Y L E see the 1947 line

!» worthy successor to the long line of Knox

of R O Y A L E N F I E L D Motorcycles at

Cruise and Travels.^
fOafcllasft

(Incorporated)

Wood Dru

H
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Help T l i c m Cleanse t h e Blood
of H a r m f u l Body Waste
*
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fallace Issues Statement
jvering Regulations
jring May
•ankfort, April 8—Acceding
request by the State Parks
Lion, the Game and Fish
_
[fission has approved May
H 1„k in the following parka—
Hpyrile, in Christian county;
I reon Springs, in Hopkins
lUng o
I Bty, Audubon Memorial, near
I
iderson, and Butler Memorial,
~%hT
I r Carrollton. All have lakes.
® "bow
J | a me and Fish Director Earl
j was a *
1, , also announced that angI trade.
will be permissible during
in Carpenter Lake, near
jensboro, which waters are
fed by the Division of Game
Fish.
I order to acquaint anglers
h current regulations, Wallace
ther pointed out that May
ling is permitted by law in
rington, Dale Hollow and
Ltucky Lakes, which are imknded waters.
frl streams of the State which
under lock and dam likeha
^ >r spril£,|
? are open for May fishing,
Joodbye CQB.1
Lpt not above the last lock

iyet&iaM

"Only Held The Light"
The Rowan County News,
discussing reports that Earle
Clements bolted the Democratic Party in the Chandler
election, concluded: "Clements' denial that he bolted
reminded us of recent trial
in a local court when three
men were
charged
with
stealing chickens. One of the
defendants told the court:
'I didn't touch a feather on
one of those chickens—all I
did was to hold the light.'"

Pushbutton Dunking
Is Courthouse H a z a r d
Great Falls, Mont. — (JP) —
Screams from the bottom of the
elevator shaft in the Cascade
county courthouse brought Janitor Adolph Dotsteth on the run
to find the car stuck at the
basement level and surrounded
by spring floodwater.
He released the man and
woman occupants and as they
waded to safety the man remarked: " I must have pushed the
wrong button."
and dam upstream.
Other streams are closed from
May 1, until midnight May 29

'our "sprier

iond
Iry Shop
lerson St

$1.59

Plus Tax

s a m e time
customers,

Irvice is re-
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World War II veterans desiring to obtain guaranty of loans
under the G. I. Bill should first
consult the lending (agencies
from which they expect to borrow the money, loan guaranty
officials of Veterans Administration advise.
In most
instances
eligible
lenders will have available the
necessary information and proper application forms to cover
the type of loan desired, VA officials said. If such information
is not available, the veteran
should consult the nearest representative of VA.
In applying for a loan, a veteran should present the lender
with his original honorable discharge or other original separation papers evidencing the nature of his discharge and the
duration of his active military
or naval service.
'
Any veteran who served in
the atmed forces between September 16, 1940, and the end of
the war, and who was released
from service under conditions
other than dishonorable after at
least 90 days' service (or who
was discharged for service-conneceted disability following a
lesser period of service) is eligible for a guaranteed loan.
The VA guarantees the lending agency against loss up to
50 percent of the loan, with a
maximum guarantee for any
veteran of $4,000 on real estate
or $2,000 on non-real estate
loans. Farm loans are repayable
over periods up to 40 years;
other real estate loans, up to 25
years, and non-real estate loans,
up to 10 years.
VA consistently has cautioned
veterans against hasty use of
their loan guaranty privilege in
the current high-priced real estate market, reminding them that
their loan guaranty benefits remain available for ten years after the official end of the war,
which has not yet been declared.

Correspondence Courses ,
Available Under G.I. Bill
Officials of the Veterans Administration remind World War
II veterans in Kentucky that
they may take correspondence
courses at government expense
under education and training
provisions of the G. I. Bill.
Although no subsistence allowance is paid by VA, eligible Veterans may take correspondence
courses through approved institutions, with one-fourth of the
enrollment time charged against
their period of eligibility. Total

"Let's go to H O W E R T O N ' S for suits and furnishings for Junior . . . they always have
the styles I like at the prices I can afford
to pay."

telephone

i i m ITRIffiffi!77S5S
r
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FARM SALE!
Equipment, Livestock & Hay
at N. J. Byrd Farm, near Fredonia on Highway

nil 1 1
pi • * •
<r M M

V A Cites Procedure
In Obtaining Loans
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ing job done I
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91,
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Thursday, April 2 4
condition.

SUSPENDED TENNIS STAR—Mrs. Sarah Palfrey Cooke, former
women's national tennis champion, and her daughter, Diana,
four, swing racquets in their home in New York (April 8) after
Mrs. Cooke learned that she and Pauline Betz had been suspended by the U. S. Lawn Tennis Association which questioned their
\amateur status because of a tour for pay they are said to be
considering. (AP Wirephoto)
cost of the courses is limited
to $500.
Veterans enrolled in educational institutions or in job-training programs may augment their
training by correspondence courses, subject to VA regulations.

Veterans Advised To
Check Wartime Wills

tunities.

jxhilorotingl

ips

throu^l

sport, y0"

Seal, heaHM

First class condition.

UK War Effort
'Saluted' By US-

World War II veterans in
Kentucky are advised by the
Veterans Administration to consult their own attorneys concerning present validity of wills
they may have signed while in
Lexington, April 8—The War
the armed service.
Department "saluted" the UniOfficials Relieve a large numversity of Kentucky in a coastber of the 1,600,000 World War
to-coast radio program Friday,
II veterans may be affected in
Apr. 4, commemorating the institution's contributions to the
winning of World War II.
Aired over the nation-wide
net-work of the Mutual BroadN i r i l
casting System, the "Campus
Salute" program on Good Friday paid high tribute to the
University in general, its sports
program, its development and
pointed out its history, emphasizing the .University's service
to the state in general.
The half-hour radio show included musical portions by the
United States Army Band and
Have
you
*eoretly w i s h e d :
"If
an Army choral group. Numbers
I c o u l d only do all t h e t h i n g * she
heard were U. K.'s "Alma Matdoes! " Perhaps you canl
er" "On, On U. of K.," school
If y o u feel tired, w o r n out, o r
fight song; and other representae x h a u s t e d , d a y a f t e r d a y — and
tive songs of Kentucky and its
there'*
nothing
else
wrong—thia
m a y Indicate y o u ' r e
(imply
not
state university. A special mugetting enough of the right kind of
sical feature was the playing of
v i t a m i n s and mineral* t o maintain
two original compositions of popy o u r v i g o r and vitality. If that'a
ular songs by a pair of Univertrue, y o u c e r t a i n l y c a n do s o m e sity staff member-students, Wilthing a b o u t it! T r y V i t a w i n e !
liam K. Hubbell and Robert W.
v i t a w i n e 1s really.. * u p * r - p o t e n t .
It c o n t a i n * 6 t i m e * t h e adult m i n i ,
Miles, Jr., both of Lekington.
m u m daily r e q u i r e m e n t of V i t a m i n
The songs were "Autumn Love"
B1—11 t i m e * the Iron—plus other
and "Knowing You're There."
v i t a m i n s and
minerals!
Scientif-

r

ically f o r m u l a t e d as a real aid t o
nature in rebuilding a n d m a i n t a i n ing pep, strength and e n e r g y w h e n
y o u ' r e not g e t t i n g e n o u g h of V i t a w i n e ' s essential ingredients, this
t o n i c m a y g i v e reault* w h e n m a n y
other*
fail.
So—try
palatable
V i t a w i n e , the a u p e r - p o t e n t t o n i c !

7 Young Mare Mules

Two Slip Scrapers

4 Young Horse Mules

Manure Spreader

2 Saddle Mares

20 Shoats, 2 sows

1 Draft Mare & Colt

Hog Feeder

1 Draft Mare

Steel Culvert

Several Goats

30 Tons Loose Hay

Hay Fork & Rope

2 Three-Horse Breaking Plows

3-Team Cultivators .

1 Corn Planter

1 Hay Rake

1 Corn Cutter

1 Stalk Cutter

3 Two-Horse Breaking Plows

3 Double Shovels

You Save up to 4 3 $ on
Each 10 gallons you buyl

2 Wagons

2 Hay Frames

1 Steel Roller

Several Sets of Harness

L- vehicle V* I

1 Section Harrow

Several Pails of Molasses

A Lot of Household Goods and Numerous Other Articles

J . F . Graham, Administrator

1 1 9 4 7 LI»E

at

KENT"'

N. J . Byrd Estate, and J . C. Catilla
Buck Morse,
Auctioneer

_

Mrs.Gwendil Baker,
Clerk

I'm a

BUS Booster!
Sure, and n o t p«opl« or* out boosters wben Itiey
hoy* become acquainted with our friendly service,
lock of our customer. It, flut of all, a person, (
deserving of our best efforts to deliver low cost
transportation In Comfortable, sofe b u m , W e
appreciate ell our boosters and or* happy for
the opportunity to serve and keep people
boosting!

[ T i c re's why we e n j o y your
if

Y o u a r e a n individual,

if

W e give

if

We

furnish expert

it

We

give low cost

Ash

our

local

not jutf a

you time-saving

agent

GOODWILL

passenger

schedules

drivers
travel

for ichedvlei and rote*

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

*

Superstition vs. Science
"Some women get all tied up with a headache.
Some
members of the fair sex have a simple solution for headache.
They believe in the superstition that merely tying a cord around
their heads will end the headache.
" W e know better. W e realize today that headache may
be caused by eyestrain, fatigue, infected sinus, or some functional
failure. These ailments need treatment by a competent physician.
"Let your equally competent
your prescriptions".

Cornick Gasoline

SEE US FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS!

Corner Drug Store
PHONE 1

H. W . NICHOLS, Prop.

Wlud "GeAtyicoiio*. a/ Seed" 9l .
C E R T I F I C A T I O N O F S E E D is that service which maintains and makes available to the public high-quality seed and propagating- materials of superior crop
plant varieties so grown and so distributed as to insure genetic identity and purity.

The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
prove the superior crop varieties which have already
same time is developing new ones. Material developed
is turned over to Kentucky Seed Stock, Inc., f o r the
distributing to growers of certified seed.

Only those Kentucky-grown crops are

eligible

is constantly striving to imbeen developed, and at the
by the Experiment Station
purpose of increasing and

for

certification

that

are

grown from seed stocks produced by the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station or by an appropriate organization approved by that institution f o r production of foundation seed.

Seeds produced "in other states shall meet the specifica-

tions set up by the International Crop Improvement

Association

and

documen-

tary evidence of this must be submitted to the Kentucky Seed Improvement Association.

BE SURE the corn YOU BUY is certified
by T H E S T A T E and not the grower!

Quality Products f o r Less

% / e luute

ETHYL G A S

19.6

REGULAR

18.6
10

Cornick Oil Co.
4 0 5 Hopkinsville St.

accurately fill

W h e n the seed crop is harvested a sample as offered for sale is sent to the
Kentucky Seed Improvement Association for a laboratory check on purity and
germination. If the seed meets all requirements of the Association a certificate
of certification is issued to the grower who may then purchase f r o m the association the certification tags. I t is the responsibility of the grower to put the
seed up in containers properly tagged and sealed in such a way that the contents of the container cannot be removed and replaced without breaking the seal.

U S E

KEROSENE

pharmacists

The Kentucky Seed Improvement Association after approving the source
of seed, inspects the growing crops f r o m one to seven times during the growing
season.
These inspections are made to see that the crops are properly isolated
so as to prevent mixing with other varieties and to see that they meet requirements for disease and noxious weeds.

For Greater
Money Saving

2 Work Mules

1 Four-Horse Disc Harrow

ihop

The "salute" program to the
University of Kentucky was the
18th in a series sponsored and
written by the War Department,
honoring the nation's leading
educational institutions and heard
each Friday over the facilities
of the Mutual network. The program originated from the Army
Band Auditorium at Fort Meyer,
Virginia, just across the Potomac
River from the nation's capitol.

Team Mower

1 Single Shovel Plow

London — (/P) — Residents In
the Soviet arctic city of Yakutsk,
which la situated 62 degrees
north, get their drinking water
from under the 720-foot deep
layer of eternally frozen ground,
says a Tass report.
Drinking water is a complicated problem due to the extremely scanty rainfall.
The Institute for the Study of
Eternally Frozen Soil, founded 15
years ago under the USSR Academy of Sciences, came to the
conclusion that in the vicinity
of Yakutsk there was ample
water under the frozen ground
layer.
I<ast year a 1640-foot deep well
was drilled and more than sufficient good drinking water was
found to meet the requirements
of the city.

I* vt« a|ftfr!

Sorghum Mill

torcycleOj
kinion,^
ihe safest *

.,459

this matter.
They explained war-time wills
may not be valid in the States
where the veteran now resides.
Also, VA officials pointed out
that a war-time will in many
cases may not serve the current
intentions of a veteran since
his return to civilian life.

Tractor disc plow, disc harrow and cultivators.

Bear Cat Hammer Mill, 50-foot endless belt.

Soviet Finds Water
Under Eternal Frost

I

Hogs are reasonably safe from
Bottles dropped into the ocean
The world's lowest temperabecause
ot
ture ever recorded, 94 degrees by researchers to trace currents poisonous snakes
below zero, was at the Siberian have traveled as much as 15,000 their thick skin and layers of
fat under the skin.
miles.
town of Verkhoyansk.

WC-Allis-Chalmers Tractor, equipped with both rubber and steel, in first
class
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Irsday, April 17, 1947

ite Park Lakes
in For Fishing

—

.1 t ^ l

Princeton, Ky.

the jjcMxMAMtUf,:

Ky. 2 0 3 White
Ky. 72B White

Ky. 103 Yellow ,
U. S. 13 Yellow

Mitchell Implement Company
2 0 1 E . Market Street

Phone 2 4 2

Read our A d next week for more Information on Kentucky Certified S e e d
Corn.

-

Thursday, April 17f ^
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Princeton Jaycees Will
Present Gavel To New
Chapter At Hopkinsville

The,
this o
throu|
biggei'

histol

no n . pj
ness i1",'!
tnlly
atodfl
thej
194<

com,

(Continued from page one)
Wade and Jimmy Wallace.
Eighth Grade Regular Honor
Roll, Nancy Armstrong, Peggy
Bates, Margaret Brandon, Chester Castleberry, Jean Creekmur,
Wilma Cummins, Marcelle Davis, Hilda Deboe, Shirley Elder,
Billie Joe Farless, Barbara N.
Gibron, Catherine Hopper, Ellis
Johnston, Dora Lee Kemp, James
Mick, Sue Mitchell. J. W. Neal,
Llllie Maye Peters, Jerry P'Pool,
Herbert Le$ Scott, Jimmy Sierer,
Sherman Singfeton, E. Lois Stegall, George Stevens and Daniel
Thomas.

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN
It is with a desire of sincerity
and a prayer of earnestness of
this church, that every family
in Princeton be represented in
some church, the church of your
choice, each Lord's day.
Wo are pleased that our
church school continues to grow
in attendance, 172 being present last Sunday. Empty pews
Sunday morning are becoming a
thing of the past.
We are anxious that you sense
the welcome and feeling of warm
fellowship characteristic of those
who worship at First Christian.
To all we say . . Welcome.

J. H. Presjer, Howard York,
Joe Wilcox, BUI Adams, Qlenn
Bright, Neville Stone and Clelland Carr, of the local Jaycee
chapter, will attend the chapter
presentation banquet of the Hopkinsville Junior Chamber of
Commerce Monday night, April
21, at 7 o'clock.
Paul Abell, Paducah, State
Jaycee president, will be principal speaker and will present
the charter to the club.
The Princeton Jayceefc will
present an official Junior Chamber of Commerce chairman's
gavel to the plub.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship

Seventh Grade, Sp&ial Honor
The Britons used coal before
Roll, Ralph Anderson and Donthe Roman invasion.
eld Ausenbaugh. Regular Honor
Roll, Stella Mae Cochran, Robert
Franklin, Martha Sue Gresham,
Judy Haile, Katherine Hancock,
Margurite
Herrington,
Joyce
Hollowell, Berpard Jones, Margaret Ladd, Patricia Lockhart,
Jim Richie, Glenn Marion Robertson, Dot Russell, Wanda Scott,
Tommy Stephens, Gloria Vinson, Carolyn Watson and Martha
Wilson.

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
B. E. Glasgow, pastor.
Sunday School 6:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m. "
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.

Local Doctors Attend
Meeting In Marion
Drs. I. Z. Barber, Power
Wolfe, Ralph L. Cash, B. K.
Amos, F. T. Linton, Frank P.
Giannini and W. L. Cash attended the Four-County MedicoDental Society meeting Friday
night at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. L. A. Crosby in Marion.
"Allergy" and "Cancer of the
Cervix Uteri" were discussed by
Dr. Errett Pace and Dr. Leon
Higdon, both of Paducah. The
next meeting of the Society will
be held at Eddyville the fourth
Friday night in May.
Everybody Reads The Leader!

The Jive Dress showing a combination of Jitterbugs, Juke Boxes and enough swing
records to really send

you.

C. E. McGARY, Manager

REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

P>U*tceio4t

(IN WALNUT)
A M o d e r n M i r a c l e in
STYLE, P O W E R , T O N E a Handful of Radio Perfeo>
tion in Choice of Walnut,
Ivory, Red, Green plastic.
Emerton
Radio Model
540.
For any room in the house—
f o r traveling—an IDEAL gift.
Made by the World's Largest
Maker of Small Radio—a email
thoroughbred in every radio respect See it —hear it N O W !

STYLEi

TONE,

performance,
MLUB^m

HELP

429 PAIRS O F WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR — ALL N E W SPRING
STYLES IN PUMPS, TIES AND SANDALS —

HIGH AND

HEELS.

^ ^

MADE BY —
The new 1947 Enter ton Radio—for every
purpose and every purse — combine the
very latest design, style and advanced electronic developments. Come in for a sight
and sound demonstration.

BLACKS -- BROWNS - REDS --

GABARDINE - PATENT - KID - CALF.
Select the Right Pattern

here to serve and satisf y you.

Our paper is good. Our prices are low
We trim every roll to suit you.
Emerton Rmdio Model 550. AC-DC Superheterodyne with new operational superi.
orities. Here is radio reception—power,
lone, performanre. quality—to thrill tbe
most critical. Handsome
walnut veneer cabinet , «
« ) l )

Princeton Lumber Co

W E MUST MAKE ROOM

FOR NEW SUMMER STYLES ARRIVING DAILY.

159 fuUU
For your room. W e are

Emerton Phonoradio Model 506. Completely effleient radio-and-phonograph combination. Automatic record, changer plays 10-in. or 12-in. records.
Advanced radio and phonograph feat"-'-. ; n
Hsome walnut veneer cabinet—
C Q Q tj S
all modem feature). Now only • « f « 3 > w v

PARADISE, VITALITY, CHARM STEP, JACQUELINE,

NATURAL-POISE AND CONNIE.

Emerton
Radio "Moderne"
Model
517. A new marvel bv the World's
largest Maker of Small Radio—AC-DC
Superheterodyne in superb styling,
power, tone. Handsome
ebony plastic cabinet . .
« i f

LOW

Valued

o/

Gabuxdi

ta 795 now

95

Black, Brown and Red
Made By Blue Grass and Connie

Sale Starts Thurs. April 1 7
Furniture - Wallpaper
114 E. MAIN

* PRINCETON, KY

P>Unceta*t

Shoe

Ga.

©ia i

*

17.

— *.j"i....

Worn en
til Gift
box .of violets you have
kt today
more than fragrance of
« e woodland flowers.
^ J a i r is perfumed with the
^^fceet warm earth
B
thorn birth,
H , nt ul leaves ;ind buds, still
•t
some soft shower of April

s Pag e

Engaged

Country

Family

Gwen Castle

ly - Hendricks

lit!

marriage of Mrs. Bertie
Princeton, and Mr. John
ticks, Jamestown, Ind., took
i Tuesday afternoon, April 8,
o'clock, at the parsonage
jje Rev. Richomond Blake,
_jr of the Methodist Church
fcckville, Ind.
E Terry wore a gray gown
| brillant button trim, and
• accessories were of navy
Hendants w # e Mr. Hen^•p' daughter and son-in-law,
ind Mrs. S. M. Comer, who
their home with her father.
Powing the ceremony, a
reception was given at the
Iricks' home.
t couple will reside at 610
Main street, Danville, Ind.

rwood - Lilligren

enough sn

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Alexander Johnston, Mexico, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Jean Margaret,
to Mr. Norris Allen Fetzer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
L. Fetzer,
Audubon Park,
Louisville. Miss Johnston is
attending the University of
Kentucky, where fehe is a
member of Alpha Gamma
Delta
social sorority. Mr.
Fotler also attended the University of Kentucky, where
he was a member of Sigma
Nu social fraternity. The wedding is planned for August.

p. Julia B. Martin, W. Mar(treet, announces the marof her daughter, Patricia
Party
Sherwood, to Mr. Martin Dinner
Mrs. Iley McGough entertainon Lilligren, at Rockford
el, Antioch College, Yellow ed with a dinner party at her
UK . O., March 27. Mr. and home on North Jefferson street
Lilligren are students at Wednesday night, April 15, in
fch. She was graduated irom honor of Mr. McGough's birthHigh School,
Class of day. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Koltinsky and daughter,
Jacqueline, and Mr. and Mrs. R.
A. McConnell.

fonnell- McGrath

IY, Mano

and Mrs. T. B. McConnell,
iville,
announce the enIrient of their
daughter,
Louise, to Mr. Joseph KajMcGrath, son of Mr. and
Fred M. McGrath.
The
ing is planned for Tuesday
(ing, April 22, at 9 o'clock
Elizabeth's Church, Louis-

Way Party

Lawrence Blackburn enlined with a birthday party
t>nor of her little son's 4th
lay Saturday afternoon. Ice

Club

Dance

There will be a dance at
Princeton Country Club Thursday night, April 17, from 9 until 1 o'clock. Each member will
be permitted to bring one nonmember couple as guests. Music
will be furnished by Billy
French and his orchestra.

Harry Joe
Long,
Bowling
Green Business University, spent
last weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Long.
cream and cdke was served to
Carrie Eldridge, Linda Blackburn, Katie Jean Jaco, Peggy
Phelps, June Perkins,
Doris
Jean Tabor, Sue Blackburn, Ada
Nell Brooks, Jerry Perkins, Gary
Wayne Blackburn, Dennie Brasher, Dennis Brasher, Lowell
Van Trowell, Robert Earl Vinson and Susan Vinson; Mrs.
Huston Vinson, Mrs. Jim Blackburn and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.

Reunion

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie Croft, Hopkinsville Road,
was the scene of a happy reunion of the Orange family
April 8, all the children being
present except C. J. Orange,
Nortoijville.
Despite the rain, a very nice
crowd was present, bringing well
filled baskets of food, which was
served buffet style.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
D. S. Orange, Wichita, Kans.;
Mrs. Pearl Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Morris Cranor, St. Charles; Messrs. T. G. Orange, W. M.
Orange, Z. J. Orange and Darrell Orange, Dawson Springs;
Mrs. Nannie Wright, Mrs. Raymond Phelps, and Mrs. Daisy
Ashby, Fredonia; Mr, U. L.
Lovell, Henshaw; Mrs. Clay
Scott, Mr. and Mrs. William
Scott, G. W. Orange, Mr. and
Mrs. L. M. Croft, Mr. and Mrs.
Amon Orange, Jr., and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Amon Orange, Sr.,
and Jimmie and Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie Croft.

Miss Booker Hostess
To Baptist
Group

The Business Woman's Circle,
of the First Baptist Church, met
at the home of Miss Gwen
Booker, Tuesday, April 8. Nine
members and three visitors were
present.
Mrs. Buddy Satterfield had
charge of the program, entitled
"Other Peoples of Europe," assisted by Mesdames Sam Steger,
Charles McLin, Lowry Caldwell
and Miss Irene Beckner.
The hostess, assisted by her
sister, Mrs. J. C. Arnold, served
a delicious salad course to Mesdames Kenneth Spickard, Sam
Steger, Lowry Caldwell, Ted
Gray, Buddy Satterfield, Charles
McLin, Howell Forgy, Robert
Holmes and Misses Irene Beckner
and Mary Davis.
Visitors present were Mesdames Robert Holmes, Howell
Forgy and J. C .Arnold.

MoJUli
UlacJz,

in,

The Leader
Congratulates

•

•

Value I ia 37.50

nouA

30.00
35.00

lELINE,

4 9 - 9 5

HXHU

IEDS -

59-95

HCUU

[ROOM

1 Qnoufi Suifa
M M u t e / u f ,

-

42.00

15.00
Spring

creations

'>UncetaH,
.esiiucJzy

CLOTHING

Hair Today

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Mott,
Fredonia, on the birth of a son,
Dennie Willard, at Crittenden
County Hospital.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. A. Arthur Evans,
Barbourville, on the birth of a
daughter, Linda Lacy, April 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus B. Lacy, Plum,
street, are maternal grandparents.

Homemakers' Schedule
April 17, 1:30, Friendship,
Mrs. Wilburn Crowe, hostess.
April 18, 1:30, Bethany, Mrs.
Clarence Nichols, hostess. April
21, 1:00, Cedar Bluff, Mrs. Aaron
Cummins, hostess. April 23, 1:30,
Farmersville, Mrs. L. B. McChesney, hostess. April 24. 1:30,
Eddy Creek, Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, hostess.

Home economics girls at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics are beating the high
cost of living as they learn to make their own clothes. Pictured
are students from a beginning sewing course, their dresses ranging in price from $7.28 to $9.27.
Left to right: Jancy Jo Stevens, Morgan, Ky., black rayon
crepe dress with print trim; Betty Brugh, Montvale, Va., melon
crepe with peplum; Emogene Gregory, Somerset, Ky., powder
blue crepe with double peplum, and Billie Arnett, Salyersville,
Ky., black crepe.
day after spending the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Sims
and Miss Robbie Sims.

PjeAAjottalb

•

Mesdames J. A. Stegar and T.
H. Young left Wednesday for
Atlanta, Ga., where Mrs. Stegar
will visit her daughter, Mrs. Ray
Ellis, and Mrs. Young will visit
her son, Dr. John
• • W.
• Stegar.
Atha Stallings, B. M. Taylor
Mr. Willard Moore, Mrs. Dixie
Address BPW Club Here
Atha Stallings spoke on "Pro- Vivian and Mrs. Berdie Moore
left last Thursday for Oklahoma
per Use of Audio-Visual Aids as City, where Mrs. Vivian is visita Teaching Tool" and B. M. Tay- ing her daughter, Mrs. R. L. Bablor demonstrated the use of the cock. Mrs. Moore left Oklahoma
opaque projector, strip film, re- City by train for Phoenix, Ariz.,
visit her daughter, Mrs. James
cordings, transcriptions and 16- to
McKenzie. Mr. Moore returned
MM sound projector at the reg- home Sunday night.
•
• •
ular meeting of the Business and
Mrs. John Earl
Sims and
Professional Women's Club Monday night at the George Coon daugtiter, Joan, will leave Friday for Atlanta, Ga., where they
Library.
will visit Mr. Sims and attend
the New York Symphony OrFederal assistance to schools chestra concert.
•
• •
for buying food under the NaMiss
Anna
Bet
Pruett, Louistional School Lunch Program
ville, recently visited her sister,
totals more than 56 million dol- Mrs. Randolph Hutchinson, and
lars for this school year.
brother, Clifton Pruett.
Use 3 pints of sliced tart apMr. and Mrs. Marvin Wylie
ples with % cup of quick-cook- and little daughter, and Mr. and
ing tapioca to make delicious Mrs. Knox Wylie, all of New
Albany, Ind., visited their parapple tapioca.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Wylie,
during the Easter holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Clauscine Baker
and Miss Marjorie Clayton spent
Thursday in •
Nashville,
Tenn.
« »
Mr. and Mrs. Homer
and SQn, Bill,
have
home from a visit
daughter, Mrs. Jean
and Mr. Goodwin, in

McCaslin
returned
to their
Goodwin
Chicago.

Mrs. Shell Smith has returned
from Louisville, where she spent
several days last week.
Cadet Larry Pedley left Monday for Kentucky Military Institute, Lyndon, after a visit to
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Pedley, Locust street.

NcuMf,

Miss Katharine Garrett and
Mrs. R. D. Garrett returned
Wednesday from a week's stay
in Louisville.
•

*

•

Cadet John C. Harralson will
spend the coming weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hearne
Harralson, W. Main street.
> M r s . E. L. McLin, Mrs. Ruth
Lide and Miss Frances Nabb
were business visitors in Louisville last week.
*

•

»

Mrs. S. B. Lander returned to
her home in Winchester Tues-

BLOUSES
Formerly $3.95 to $8.50
Now
$2.00 and $3.00

1 G R O U P O F DRESSES

$2.00

50 0
now half-price in Mid-Season
Half Price:

h<uu 2.98

Clearance.

ia 6.00

PUone 28

Princeton,

.

.

.
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G o n e

Ky.

• '
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Tomorrow

oil base, a sure ingredient in
every homemade hair-growing
formula.
Make the most of your hairBut, unfortunately, the fuzz
while you have It. You don't
often see a bald-headed woman doesn't remain long and usualstrolling down the street, but ly it is barely apparent with a
magnifying glass. So it hardly
don't think it can't happen.
There are many women who seems worth the bother.
have lost their hair completely.
Good health Is important to
Some, due to an illness, have the growth of the hair. You will
lost it in patches. A great num- notice that a cold or a sore
ber of others have thin, unman- throat has a tendency to affect
ageable hair. The reason you your hair. Even a new permaaren't aware of these deficiencies nent or a new finger wave will
is that many women must re- go limp at these times.
sort to wigs, hair fillers and
A balanced diet, particularly
other false hair pieces to con- cause of the inevitable castor
ceal their hair problems.
vegetables will keep your hair
But if you make the most of looking healthy. Vitamin A and
your hair now—whether it is B complex often are prescribed
thin, luxurious or just average, by doctors when the hair starta
you will have less to worry to thin.
about later.
If you keep your hair lovely
Of course you will receive while you are young, you won't
plenty of advice from your have half as much of a problem
friends on how to keep or grow with it as you grow older,
a more luxurious head of hair.
Wash your hair as often as
They will have you eating you think it needs it. Let the
onions 25 times a day because hairdressers differ on the time
"you need sulphur to grow your that should elapse between sham*
hair." Some Y111 argue that you poos. Use your own good judgshould wash your hair once a ment. The best advice is to see
day, others will say that wash how your hair reacts to frequent
ing it more often than once a shampoos. Oily hair usually
month will cause it to fall out. needs more laundering than norThen there is the "never take^ a mal or dry hair.
shower" school which contends
Use your hairbrush frequentthat the drip of the shower will ly. Invest In a good brush and
"weaken the roots" of the hair you'll find it will pay dividends.
Diet does play an important Those with nylon bristles can be
part in the health of the hair, cleaned easily and some of the
but no one has discovered a veg- new circular brushes with brisetable or a fruit which positive tles all-around will do a good
ly will cause hair to sprout thorough job. The 100-strokes-awhere it has been absent for a day method is nothing to-laugh
long time.
about. It can accomplish wonOnce in a while strangely ders and help stimulate the scalp.
mixed concoctions recommended
from an "old family recipe" will
The best way to keep fats is
help produce a fuzz, usually be- cold, tightly covered, in a dark
nch in milk, butter and green place away from odorous foods.
By Betty Clarke

( A P Newsfeatures Beauty

Mr. and Mrs. Willis McCracken, Fredonia, on the birth
of a son, Dennis,
10.
• • April
»

1 G R O U P O F PANTIES

Value* {/uuH 5.95 ta 12.00

OF

•

ColoAA

A smart selection of Spring suits in checks,
pastels, navy and black; both long and short
jacket models.

COST

Princeton

Personals

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. "Pedro"
Hayes, of the Friendship community, on the birth of twin
sons, April 15, at Princeton Hospital. They weighed 6 and 7
pounds.

LOW

Suill

GIRLS BEAT HIGH

•

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dodge,
Stone street, on the birth of a
daughter, Yvonne Kay, April 12.
Grandparents ore Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Dodge and Mrs. Marie
Haney, Princeton.

SiyU 9 > .20

SPRING

Society

Dorothy Ann Davis

Clearance
SfLline},

• 7

Phone SO

Keach's.

•

•

Mrs. Ruth K. Lide and Miss
Frances Nabb left last Wednesday for Alamedo, Calif. They
will return •m• the
• •late summer.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred left
Tuesday for Louisville to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Eldred.
She will return home today.
Meat should be canned only
in a pressure canner. It takes
steam held under pressure to kill
bacteria that, if not destroyed,
may cause spoilage.

Editor)

i! $

111

•.
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Record Highway
Budget Promises
Much For State

Britain Increases
Her Baby Crop

$13,000,000 For New
Construction, $5,000,000
For Rural Roads
In 1947-48

(By Associated Pre**)
Frankfort — A 1947-48 State
Highway Department budget ot
almost $34,000,000 has been announced.
It set up $13,000,000 for new
construction. Of this, $3,500,000
could be spent on roads at the
State's expense alone. The other
$9,500,000 could t>e used on
roads and streets in the federal
system and which the federal
government could match.
In all, it is possible that $22,500,000 will be spent on Statemaintained roads in Kentucky
this fiscal year and bring the
potential value of the budget up
to $43,500,000, including federal
aid.
The budget also called for outlays of $8,000,000 for roads maintenance and $5,000,000 for rural
roads.
Other items include $2,000,000
for the purchase and operation
of equipment, $1,250,000 for engineering; $1,600,000 for payroll
clearing a n d
administration;
$500,000 for the State Highway
Patrol and $100,000 for upkeep
of the patrol's radio network;
$750,000 for the force account
for pay of state workers employed exclusively on projects;
$500,000 for road location; $50,000 for the board of claims; $40,000 for toll bridges and $35,000
for attorneys.
The Revenue Department estimated recently that the road
fund would receive $30,000,000
during the fiscal year which began April 1 and ends next
March 31.
The budget, first since before
the war, proposes an outlay of
$33,929,570. The difference between the estimated $30,000,000
and the budget total will be
made up by a transfer from the
1946-47 surplus which is expected to pass the $5,000,000
mark comfortably. Exact surplus
is not yet known.
Of the $5,000,000 tabbed for
rural roads, $300,000 will be retained by the Highway Department for administration cost?
and the remaining $4,700,000 will
be divided among the counties
as follows:
One-third will be distributed
equally among the 120 counties;
one-third will be allocated among
the counties on the ratio which
their individual rural populations, exclusive of cities with populations of 5,000 or more, bear
to the rural population of
state, and one-third on a ratio
which the individual counties'
rural areas bear to the total rural area of Kentucky.
A Latin version of the Bible
prepared in the Fourth Century
is called the "Volgate," because
of its common use in the Roman
Catholic Church.
From 1940 to 1945, total U. S.
milk production rose 12 percent
and egg production 40 percent.
The current record-breaking
U. S. orange crop was nearly
twice as large as the prewar
average.

HAS HEART ATTACK—King
Christian X of Denmark (above), 76, suffered a "severe"
heart attack in Copenhagen,
April 6. A royal decree (April
8) deputized his son. Crown
Prince Frederik, to act as Regent in his illness. (AP Wirephoto)

•New York—(/P)—Britain'*baby
population ia soaring. More children were born in Britain last
year than in any year since
1923, British Information Service reports and the mortality
rate was the lowest oh recordSir Wilson Jameson, chief
medical officer of the Ministry
of Health, announces In his annual report that last year, 43
babies under one year died for
every 1,000 births; it was 46 in
1945 and 52.8 before the war.
Gut of every 1,000 babies, 11
less died at birth last year than
pre-war. Little more than a third
of the pre-war number of mothers died in childbirth.

Editor Gives Chandler
Paper Information On
Waterfield '35 Position

Time out
for Coke

The birth rate—19.1 a 1,000
of the population— was higher
than the last pre-war year by
four a 1,000.
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SUPERS FEATURES Of
MARVEL. SH2 DOUSEE SHOWS,
FRESH FROM CONQUERING CONQUESTS

•VjrA*^^^

C j J ^

/ O

STUPENDOUSLY PRESENTING
j ^ T H E WORLDS BIG6EST AND GREATEST FEATURES^
1
22 TCNTS-SOO PE0PLE-20 CLOWNS
SO 30USICIANS-SJ.27O DAILY EXPENSES
TRIUMPH
OF COLOSSAL
ACHICVCMEMTS

The Real Thing Is Always Best
Insurance
Establl
190'

Vitamin

Boone County Women
Sponsor Hobby Shows
BIGGER—BETTER-GRANDER THAN EVER BEFORE
An Eclipsing Epoch in tfc* World's Createet Shows
Now Creating •
k
NEW E M IN TENTED AMUSEMENTS

ariaaNc Iw wflfc Iwmtiws IM VMNWS Sarfrtsts ntf »
A
%rM N NNMMMM Eaazlai FaaNrn ROT ill SkMp UMl .^K
iJ W
CHILDRENS
' TRAINED ANIMAL CIRCUS
^^^
THRILIINC RACES AND HIPPO" ^ ^ K S
DROME CONTESTS
^ ^ • V V *
look Ilk* a million . . . feel lik* d
million. let our friendly, confidential service help you «olv* your
financial problems. Wh*n you no*d
additional ca»h, phon* or com* in.
W* can h*lp you.

(East Sid* of Square)
I
106 Court Squar*, Princeton
Pho. 470
RESERVED AND ADMISSION TICKETS ON SALE CIRCUS DAY AT

Residents of Northern Kentucky were attracted to Boone
county recently when hobby displays were seen at eight different points in the county. Sponsored by 16 homemakers clubs,
including a Negro club, the exhibits were open to everyone
and included a variety of collections, from arrow heads, coins
and guns, to finest needlework,
etchings and miniature hats, j
There also were antique displays
of fans, glassware, china and furniture. Commanding special attention, according to Home Agent
Mary Hood Gillaspie, were handmade articles, such as appliqued
and pieced quilts, hooked and
braided rugs, woven coverlets,
tooled leather purses and leather
gloves.

Milk

BETTER FAMILY NUTRITION - milk's natural goodness plus
400 U.S.P. units per quart of Vitamin D -- for longer-lasting bones
and teeth.

,

CREAMERY-DELICIOUS

FLAVOR

-

homogenization

puts

cream in every drop, peps up meals, between-meal snacks, bedtime raids on the ice-box.

Princeton Cream & Butter Company
Phone 161

Everybody reads The Leader!

Wood Drug Store

That's ail the railroad company had left over—334
cents—out of each dollar spent by the public in 1946
for Illinois Central freight and passenger service. Tho
other 96>i cents went to pay wages, buy materials
and meet other expenses.
Nothing remained from 1946 earnings for the rail-

road's stockholders. All of the
cents left over,
sad more, was (pent for new equipment and other
things to maintain and improve the service tho
Illinois Central provides the public.
We are firmly resolved that the Illinois Central shall
continue to earn your friendship and patronage.
i||i.~

W. A. JOHNSTON, President

MTNFFLGY .THE BETTER WALL PAIN*

Made with OIL
V

K j n l y

3

A real paint—not mixed with waters

A

| / pppylar pastel colors that can be waslieJ.

a r

V

O n e coat covers plaster, w a l l p a p e r , brick, wall*
b o a r d and most any interior surfaced

GAl^

y

Can be applied over old paint and water'coatinoft

V

Dries fast. Paint »t_today—use the room tonight}

REMEMBER the best paints are made with OIL

MeGoHgh Paint ind Wallpaper Store

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

" T h e Complete Paint Store"
Princeton,
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lentucky Crop Report
hows Work Delayed

Detroit, April 9 — With the
assembly of its 1,000,000th postwar vehicle today, Chevrolet Motor Division became the first
single producer in the auto industry to build a million vehicles
since the war, it was announced
today by Nicholas -Dwfysiadt,
general manager of this largest
General Motors division.

13.9. Loss of acreage has been
small thus far and present conditions indicate an unusually
low abandonment. From April 1
reports abandonment (and diversion) is estimated at 4.9 percent
of the seeded acreage which
would be only about one-third
of average.

The unit, a 1947 model sedan
was produced in the Janesville
(Wis.) assembly plant, one of
nine across the country whose
combined output has established
numerous
postwar production
records for Chevrolet, including
first-quarter output of more
than 250,000 vehicles and a
March total of 101,107 units,
making Chevrolet the first producer to build more than 100,000
cars and trucks in a single postwar month.
Completion of a new assembly plant in Flint, Mich., in th£
near future and of a similar
plant in Van Nuys, Calif., next
fall, will further augment the
Chevrolet production potential,
Mr. Dreystadt pointed out.
With approximately 8,000,000
Chevrolets on the road today,
Mr. Dreystadt added, Chevrolet
represents approximately onefourth of all motor vehicles in
the service of the American motoring public.

Wheat Stocks

wheat production in
ky for 1947 is indicated
5,000 bushels by the April
lition. Production in 1946
158,000 bushels and the
average 6,246,000 busher

|w production during March
[estimated at 145,000,000 eggs
9,357,000 layers. For March
L production is estimated at
t (100,000 eggs from 9,9'86,000
fcers
kjiiit production in herds of
Entucky crop reporters averted 10.9 pounds a cow on April
f which compares with 12.2
lunds a cow in herd for April 1
Lt year and 10.2 pounds the
ng-45 average April 1 producL a cow in herd.

L

Stocks of wheat on farms
April 1, 1947 are estimated at
139,855,000 bushels. This is substantially smaller than the 198,481,000 bushels on farms April
1 a year ago, and the 1936-45
average stocks of
186,066,000
bushels. These stocks are only
44 percent of the all-time record
stocks of over 321 million bushels of April 1942. Present stocks
are 12.1 percent of the 1946 production compared with 17.9 percent of the 1945 crop on farms
April 1 a year ago. Only in
Texas, Colorado and Washington of the main wheat producing
States were farm stocks of
wheat on April 1 larger than a
year ago.

Coal For Poland

Katowice, Poland — (yP) —Polish coal production continues to
climb steadily. Miners produced
2,825,400 tons of coal in the first
20 days of March, 98 percent of
the total target for the month. A
Winter Wheat
total
production of 60,000,000 tons
The 1947 winter wheat producLn is forecast at 973,047,000 is planned this year in Poland.
Lshels on the basis of April 1
Lorted conditions of the crop,
W. H. Johnson
n appraisal of fall and winter
J. T. O'Bannon
wisture conditions and other
ictors affecting abandonment
For Immediate
»d yields an acre. This producon would be about 99 million
Delivery O n
ushels larger than the record
(46 crop and about 319 million
M O N U M E N T S
ushels larger than the 1936-45
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
wage. The indicated yield a
seded acre is 17.2 bushels comLARGEST IN WEST KY.
bed with 16.7 bushels in 1946
nd the ten year average of

AIR VIEW OF TORNADO DAMAGE—This is an airview of the wrecked business district of Higgins, Tex., after a destructive
tornado ripped through the town (April 9). The tornado swept across a 100-mile path through the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles, killing an estimated 152 persons, injuring more than 1,000 and inflicting property damage running into the millions. (AP
Wirephoto)
*

Enough cotton is consumed in
the United States every year to
make a bolt of cloth long enough
to extend to the moon 28 time%

frea inspection by TERMINtX
will tell you without cost or
obligation the extent of termite damage found in your
property.
Four out of five
nomei in' this area are infested with termites. Don't take
chances! Call todayl
PRINCETON LUMBER
Phone 260
AMhorlud Hcpr«.«n<»tive o I
Ohio Valtcv Termlnla Corp.

When You Want to

Or when you need

Repairs
Princeton
Lumber Co
Phone 260

Paducah Granite

Marble, Stone Co,
402 South 3rd Street
I; Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Insurance A g e n c y
Established
1907

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

from functional

periodic

pain

Cardul la a liquid medicine which
many women aay haa brought reUef
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of Junctional perlodlo
distress. Here's bow lt may help:
Taken like a tonle.
It should stimulate
appetite, aid dl«estlon.* thus help build resistance for the "Ume"
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ to come.
l 0 0 5 \
O Started 3 days beINTO \ sKi fore -your time". It
's 2-wauI
should help reUere
help * / pain due to purely fuao/
tional perlodlo causes.

1

ance from this Agency,
you are bringing secur

ministrators' support of the-present program, if and when a vote
is called, association spokesmen
said.

- ^ T r y Csrdul. If It helpa, youTl
be glad you did.
»

CARD!) I

ity home.

I o r i

mafCTinMl

Lexington, April 15—A movement is underway in the state
to create a Kentucky high school
czar who would have absolute
control and direction over all
high school activities in athletics, speech and music, according
to the Kentucky Association of
Teachers of Speech.
Meeting in conjunction with
the 27th annual State High
School Speech Festival at the
University
of
Kentucky last
week, the association adopted a
resolution opposing "the proposed
Commissioner of High Schol Activities" and voiced their faith
in the University Extension Department, whch has sponsored
regional and State speech and
music festivals the last 27 years.
High school principals and superintendents of this county will
soon receive a formal letter from
the KATS pointing out the danger and asking the school ad-

In Stock
TRACTOR
BATTERIES

HOPKINSVILLE

Women's

Wear

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

You've never seen such cottons!
. . .

fresh, crisp

and

colorful

i s a flower garden.

Styled for

around

marketing,

the

bouse,

important afternoons and even
JUST RECEIVED

GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS
PONT Bt CAUGHT WITH A
WORN-OUT B A T T € * Y , G€T A

PQMR-PACKSO WXAXV
long- r / n

SEE US

KHtfOLP
flffTANP'

f

I

. . . .

evenings. And do they love soap

\

A good supply of Mrs. Hughes' patented
V

$13-50

Made from Highest Quality Birdseye diaper material with patented gauze —

FOR

moisture retainer

. . . Approved by leading hospitals, physicians

Fishing Tackle

and nurses —

absorbent and sanitary.

Softball and Baseball Supplies

Exclusive

Western Auto Associate Stor
Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE r .

WILCOX

and water! Priced from $7.95 to

I I
B

Princeton

Phone 1

Princeton, Ky

CO.
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Red Cross Chapter
To Aid In Returning
Bodies Of W a r Dead
Kentucky 4-H clubs had a total enrollment of 73,008 farm
boys and girls last year, according to a report of the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics at the University of
Kentucky at Lexington.
Club work was conducted in
every county in the state, with
an average county enrollment
of 608. A total of 101,310 projects were carried during the
year, with 77,962 completed.
OthcV figures issued by the
college: Number of 4-H clubs,
2,081; number of men leaders,
1,732; number of women leaders,
3,694; number of older boys and
girls serving as junior leaders,
1,336, and total number of volunteer leaders, 6,762.
A total of 4,150 club members
grew corn, mostly hybrid. Highest yie|d was 163 bushels on an
acre.
Number of club members
raising poultry, 8,849. Number
of birds produced, 375,042.
A total of 2,708 club members
raised beef calves, and 1,395
calves were sent to the state
show and sale at Louisville. District shows and sales were held
at Flemingsburg, Maysville, fcatlettsburg and Fulton.
District dairy cattle shows
were held at Campbellsville,
Mayfield and Lexington, where
334 animals were exhibited.
Other facts about 4-H club
work: 23,578 girls learned about
sewing in the 4-H clothing pro-

The Caldwell County Red Cross
chapter will assist families in
this area in preparing documents
for the return of American war
dead from overseas cemeteries,
Mrs. Tom Cash announced this
week.
Home Service workers in each
of the 9,608 Red Cross chapters
and branches have been supplied
with information to help next of
kin in completing the forms, the
first 20,000 of which were sent
out by the War Department in
March, she said.
So far only one family from
Caldwell county has made a request, Mrs. Cash said.
Relatives are urged not to
make inquiries of the War and
Navy Department prior to receiving the initial inquiry letter
and forms from Washington. It
may be several months or more
before tfiese forms are received
as the project is expected to take
at least two years.
Red Cross assistance will be
limited to providing general information on the project and
assisting relatives in filling out
necessary papers.
Sweden spent two million dollars on war programs during
World War H although she remained neutral throughout the
conflict.
ject; 12,096 club members were
engaged in the canning project,
and 6,976 girls learned how to
prepare and serve meals.

Thursday, April 17,

KENTUCKY

Seventeen county officers and
club presidents attended the Advisory Council meeting in the
county courtroom here April 2.
Miss Leone Gillett, recently
appointed assistant State leader
of Home Demonstration agents
in western Kentucky, was introduced to the Caldwell County
Advisory Council by Miss Alda
Henning.
Mrs. Ray Martin, county president, presided during the morning session and gave a report on
the State Federation meeting.
Mrs. Hugh Yates, vice president,
reported that two clubs, Lakewood and Cedar Bluff, have
been added during the year.
Mrs. Homer Mitchell recreational
leader, said moat of the clubs
have a hospital fund, which had
been increased this year.
Mrs. Virgil Coleman, publicity,
chairman, reported Crider, EddyHENRY FORD CASKET CARRIED FROM CHU RCH—Pallbearers lift the casket containing the
ville Road, Friendship, Lakebody of Henry Ford, automobile pioneer, to a hearse (April 10) following funeral services at
wood and Quinn clubs have sent
St. Paul's Episcopal Cathedral in Detroit, Mich. Ford died at his Dearborn, Mich., home April
reports of meetings to local pa7. (AP Wirephoto)
pers each month and that Bethany and Eddy. Creek have subscribed 100 percent to the Pennyrile Homemaker.
Program discussion was led
by Miss Alda Henning, assistant
State leader.
Present were: Mrs. Ray Martin Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs. Fenton
Taylor,
Mrs.
Raymond
Phelps Mrs. Homer Mitchell,
Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, Mrs. Guy
Shoulders, Mrs. Clifton Clift,
Mrs. Virgil Coleman, Mrs. Percy
Piercy, Mrs. Charles Lester,
Mrs. John McLin, Mrs. Clint
Adams, Mrs. V. E. Nuckols, Mrs.
Don B. Boitnott, Mrs. Roy Traylor, Mrs. Cook Oliver.

Otter Pond
If you have suffered a windstorm loss

Otter Pond Homemaker's Club
met Friday night, April 4, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ferd
Wadlington for an Easter party.

SHEAFFER3

on your property during these past few

"TRIUMPH " M ASTE R PI ECE

windy days and nights, and if you are un-

munity 4-H clubs and two project groups with a membership
of 1,410 toward the goal of
1,400 members.

able to notify us because of the lack of
telephone service, just drop us a card or
have someone call at our office and we

the

present
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. THE
SPRING

TO SEARS
LATEST
SPRING BOOK

JJrruirtu
Om nc» Midtnton Spring Book
haxrrivad li t ju^ full of mtrthMditr you've bern asking f*r. SO
don i put ofl turning lt» anothtf
day! Ii'» «»t» wwih • spatial inp
to irt ill
•

ORDER

Telephone 790

OFFICE

•

107 W . Court

Everybody reads The Leader!

will give the loss our immediate attention.
Despite

Shoulders, Mr. and Mri. 1
gene Parker.
i
Mr. ,und Mrs. Jim
J
and Mrs. Lawrence Sun, J
Mr. and Mrs. George Martm J
Mrs. Jim Neal; Misses R hJ
Sims, Jackia Shoulders j J |
Martin, Kayfi Suru, Yv«J
Reese, Linda Crawford, u J
Ann Hartigan, Stella ReesTj
Neal; Messrs. Billle Mitchl
Lester McCaslin J. w. Neal J
Donnie Mitchell.
"I

inconveniences

SYMBOL OF
IMPECCABLE TASTE

we are doing our utmost to serve our cus-

SUPER
COTTONS

tomers with all promptness.

John E. Young

owner y»an of satisfactory p*rfarmonc«.
Ths starting beauty of Slwoff "TRIUMPH"
Matl.rpl.c., lilt* Its 14-K gold I'ftft—'
POINT, craafei a tailing ln.pr.ssic*.
wvthiat.

Insurance Agency
Princeton, Ky,

Your credit is good
Use it!"

C A N MAKE

WHAT'S NEW?

in Less Than an Hour!

e Your physician ia continually
studying the advances in medicine and
surgery- He watches new investigations
in both fields, and is prepared, when
necessary, to prescribe new producta developed in famous research laboratories.
We, too, keep abreast of new developments and are ready at all times to fin
your physician's prescription promptly
4hd accurately.

Cut 9-inch armhole
opening from
shoulder. Seam
down, turn in
1 inch and henu

[Cut down 1 inch.
(Turn back and
Jiem neckline.
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WYLIE and WILLIAMSON
PHONE 126

The fJOLSON S T O R Y
L i s a glorious cavalcade
^Lof music and heart^^stirring entertainment
.. glowing with

k Technicolor
You need not be an experienced sewer . . .
. . . no machine is necessary.

no pattern

'oadU

Just one length of Tubular Jersey

in your favorite color . . . Then follow the diagram . . . You'll
be amazed and pleased at the results.
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G o o d Methods Win
Leaf Championship
The 4-H club tobacco champion in Pendleton county, Carl
Hamilton, found It paid to use
proved tobacco-growing methods
of the Kentucky Experiment Station, as recommended by County
Agent Robert White. For example, Hamilton treated his plant
bed with bluestone and lime.
His records show that on 3.4
acres of Ky. 16, he produced
a total of 6,878 pounds, or 2,002
pounds to the acre, selling it
for $50.94 a hundred.

trend toward less cultivated
and more grass, hay and
Itock was found by H. H.
iiipson of the University of

[tucky College of Agriculture

Home Economics, in a study
of reports of
c h he made
Lty planning committeea.
^•omniittees in more than half
• K e n t u c k y counties surveyed
' «war conditions and suggested
K i a m s which they thought
improve farm incomes,
the same time conserve
I soil.
any committees recommendtiat corn, tobacco and other
be confined to land that
[jld produce high yields, and
»r land sowed to grass or hay
L a fter being limed and
sphated.
.
Pie following Carlisle county
of
ort was cited as typical
trends in many counties:
Carlisle county farmers now
Jduce approximately
22,000
of corn, 1,200 acres of toco, 2,000 acres of commercial
letables, 300 acres of cotton
1,000 acres of home gardens.
| acreage of cultivated crops
^ld be reduced 40 percent if
Iter seeds, commercial fertilicontour cultivation and land
Lotion were used. This would
bw 10,000 cultivated acres to
put in pasture, along with
|)0 acres of idle crop land,
program would reduce the

ING BOOK

mX

In Calloway county, a total
of 634,550 locust and popular
seedling were set this spring
on 450 acres.
About three out of every four
farmers in Anderson county are
using root-rot resistant varieties
of tobacco this year.

m

Trainer Ben Jones
After 4th Derby

amount of labor and machinery
needed, impove the land, increase
farm income and reduce seeding
cost . . .
"As hay and pastures continue
.
By Frank Eck
to improve, a corresponding inf A P Newifeaturea Sporta Editor)
crease in grazing livestock, esMiami, Fla.—It used to be
pecially beef cattle and sheep,
"Bet on Bradley" at Kentucky
may be expected."
Derby time but now that the
colonel has gone to greener pastures the slogan is getting to be
"Bet on Plain Ben."
Plain Ben is Ben A. Jones,
general manager of
Warren
Wright's vast Calumet Farm at
Lexington, Ky. Jones has his
heart so set on winning another
Derby that come May 3—Derby
Day at Churchill Downs—Ben
Jones will be listed as the trainer of two Calumet horses, Faultless and Fervent. His son Horace A. (Jimmy) Jones has been
training these horses but Ben
is taking over from here on in.

REGULAR M E E T I N G

TONIGHT
April 17, 1947

Square

8:00 O'Clock - Lodge

Room

All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y

GUeok fousi9*vU4Aanc&
the value of your property?

Scientific

BRAKE
ADJUSTMENT
Here's What We Do:
Remove front wheels and
* Inspect lining.

1
n

Inspect, clean snd repack
* front wheel bearings.

3 * Inspect brake drums.
Check and add brake fluid
If needed.

4*

Completely NEW

If not call . . .

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market S t

2. 10

Phone 81

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which a r e disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows a n d hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
\

7ire$ton*

If he wins it he will tie the
record held by H. J. (Dick)
Adjust the brake shoes to
5 . secure f a l l c o n t a c t with
Thompson, who trained Brokers
drums.
Tip,
Burgoo King,
Bubbling
Over and Behave Yourself for
6 . Carefully test brakes.
the late Col. E. R. Bradley.
Ben's three previous Derby
winners were Herbert M. Wolf's
Lawrin in 1938, and the Calumet's Whirlaway in '41 and Pensive in '44.
"Faultless and Fervent art
Fuel
very even as to class," said Ben
Jones, and he made ready to
Pumps
ship 43 Calumet horses north.
Jimmy was to take 21 to Baltimore with his dad taking the
other 22 to Kentucky.
"Last fall I thought Fervent
Wan built to insure long
life and dependable perwas the best of the pair but
formance. They'll greatly
Faultless has come along go well
Increase your car's efficiency.
that I'd say they are about even.
Both are training well and I M i l
hope they'll be ready.
Blackburn's Garage
Washington St.
Fervent won $35,310 last fall,
taking foijr races in eight starts
Rowland Motor Co.
and finishing second once. The
So. Jefferson
chestnut colt by Blenheim 2ndHug again took the measure of
Riley's D - X Station
West Main
Faultless by a head in the Walden Stakes at Pimlico last NoTalley Baker's D - X Station
vember.
Fredonia, Ky.
Faultless, a brown colt by
Bull Lea-Unerring, started four
Byron Williams Texaco
Plum St.
times this winter and was beaten only once. His big win was*
the Flamingo States at Hialeah Monarch Station, Cadiz St.
Gayle Kilgore
Park. In 1946 Faultless won
$10,940 as a 2-year-old, showW . L. Mays, Cadiz St.
ing two victories, one second
Tractor & Implement Tires
and a third in seven outings.

Are you carrying Insurance in line with

Phone No. 442-J

m^^

DUROCHER WITH RICKEY AFTER SUSPENSION—Leo Durocher (left), suspended (April 9) for the 1947 season by Baseball
Commissioner A. B. Chandler, sits with arms folded as Branch
Rickey, Dodger'President, puffs on a cigar during press conference in the club's Brooklyn offices (April 9) after news of
Chandler's decision reached them. Rickey said he is not yet
ready to name a pilot to succeed Durocher. (AP Wirephoto)

B. P. 0. E L K S
'Court

4

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges.

GOOD

REASONS

for USING WARREN'S 4 HOUR

76Uoe*4€U

ENAMEL

edspreads (

Hobnaib |
[chenille spr
Spring!
eason's s in
curious to

EASILY APPLIED.
Flows on smoothly, levels
itself. You can use Universal Enamel yourself
and get professional looking results,

low-priced
its.

Sometl

w

[hobnails,
half

for

^

bh your spr*
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SETS QUICKLY. Dries in
' ust four hours I One coat
enough for most jobs,

ANT

>roadbent Hybrids

3

>re winners in Kentucky's Official 1946 Yield Confsts planted Broadbenfs than any other Hybrid.

4

UIIFF HDWE. C O . , Princeton, Ky.
R. AKRIDGE, Fredonia, Ky.

USE ANYWHERE. AM
the name Implies, Warren's Universal Enamel
Is adaptable for use anywhere, indoors or out.
BEAUTIFUL DECORATION. Wide range of
non-fading colors. Superb
r home
fairly glisten "wit* new
colorful I

Editor lakes New
Whack At Twain

(AP Newafeaturea)
New York—Mark
ft is
becoming increasingly clear, was
the most prolific writer of his
day—probably of any day.
A new wha#k at his literary
remains, literally thousands of
items, is currently being undertaken by Dixon Wecter, chairman of the Research Group at
the Huntington Library at San
Marino, Calif. Wecter has been
appointed literary editor of the
Mark Twain estate by its trustees, Thomas G. Chamberlain
and the Central Hanover Bank
and Trust Company of New
York.
Much of the new material,
which will be published from
time to time, will be of an intimate nature.
Mark
Twain's
only living
daughter, Clara Clemens Samossoud of Hollywood, has released
to the estate more than six hundred letters written by her father to her mother, in addition
to other important family papers.
They will join the mass of unpublished literary manuscripts,
notebooks and correspondence,
representing nearly sixty years
of Mark Twain's life, which recently were transferred from
Harvard to the Huntington Library on a long-term loan by
the Estate. This collection is
considered one of the most exclusive and valuable literary
treasures in the United States
and probably the richest mine of
manuscript material left by an
American writer of the first
rank.
>

m

Surveys Polish Culture

Monkey, C o b r a
Battle To Death
Bombay, India —, (JP) — A
crowd of Hindus, to whom both
participants are sacred, witnessed a mortal combat recently between a monkey and a cobra at
Ahmedabad.
The monkey dropped from a
tree to a previously unnoticed
cobra, seized the snake by the
hood and ground its head into
the soil. The snake wriggled
free, struck the monkey with
its fangs, and crawled away

The first book to appear under
the new program will be a
group of
hitherto
unknown
sketches written by Mark Twain
about his Mississippi River and
small-town boyhood which furnished the scene for "Tom Sawyer" and "Huckelberry Finn."
A manuscript which he labeled
"Villagers of 1840-43" describes
with humor,
sympathy
and
sometimes unsparing frankness,
Wecter says, his old neighbors
in Hannibal,' Missouri, whose
lives inspired the plot situations
of his best known books and
suggested still others he hoped
some day to write. More notes
about the doings of Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn cast new
light upon an artist at work.
Wectfer is the third Mark
Twain editor. The first was the
late Albert Bigelow Paine, who
was Twain's official biographer.
Bernard De Voto, who has just
retired after eight years as editor of the Mark Twain papers,
is the author of "Mark Twain's
America,"
"Mark
Twain
in
Eruption" and "Mark Twain at
Work.' Wecter is a literary and
social historian, author of "The
Saga of American Society," The
Hero in America," and "When
Johnny Comes Marching Home."
He returned last year from a
stay at the University of Sidney
where he was professor of
American history.
Since Paine's day so much
fresh material has accumulated
that a new life of the humorist
also is being undertaken, along
with a survey of all his letters
which have been preserved.

Students Demonstrate
For O r Against
Manila — (#•) — Several thousand students of Far Eastern
University recently staged a
noisy campus rally which broke
up when the fire department
arrived to douse a blaze in a
rubbish heap set by pranksters
which had threatened to burn
down the neighborhood.
The students were variously
reported by the Manila press to
be either protesting or upholding a bill introduced in the islands Congress by Senator Vicente Sotto banning racketeering
practices in private schools and
colleges.
Sotto would" outlaw the charging of a multitude of fees for
extracurricular
activities.
In
speeches supporting his measure
he specifically mentioned Far
Eastern University.

Warsaw — (/P) — Professor W.
J. Rose, director of the school of
Slavic science in London, has
arrived in Warsaw for a study
of cultural conditions. He later
plans to go to Prague.
The Harrison County ^arm
Bureau has a membership of
736.
bleeding as the monkey died.
Accounts of the battle were
published in several Indian papers.

Auction!

FOR YOUR

FORD'S

SPRING

Tuesday, April 22

TUNE-UP!

1 O'Clock
I will offer for Sale the following property,
located one-fourth mile East of Farmersville.

4 Mules

2 Wagons

5 or 6 Cows

1 Sorghum Mill

SEE YOUR

FORD
DEALER
HE HAS

• Ford-trained mechanics

SEVERAL OTHER SMALL ITEMS.

• Specialized equipment
• Factory-approved Mtfaods

TERMS: CASH

• Genuine Ford Parts

S. M. Ray,

Buck Morse,

Owner

Auctioneer

Other items belonging to neighbors will be
contributed to this sale, also to be sold at Auction.

Chambers - Moore

MOTORS

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 100

Funk's " G " Hybrids Win!

6 cut cf1C
In the 1946 5-Acre Class of the

Kentucky Corn Derby
The following ten men were presented checks at the Farm and Home Convention in Lexington, January 28th, f o r making the highest
five-acre

plots.

For the information of

yields per acre on

all corn growers we are listing the H y -

brids used by these ten champions.

Everett Simpson, Bullitt County

155.1 Bu. Funk's " G " 80

Sammy Winders, Crittenden County.. 147.0 Bu. Funk's " G " 80
Mark Greenwell, Union County
144.2 Bu, W F 9 - 3 8 x l l
John Moser, Oldham County
141.7 Bu. Bartlett & O'Bryan (Ky.
102) (Ky. 103)
G . C. Wilson, Daviess County
141.2 Bu. Funk's " G " 711
Chaney Bros., Warren County
140.2 Bu. Funk's " G " 711
Karl Moser, Jefferson County
137.1 Bu. Oxmoor U. S. 13
Milford Napier, Harlan County
135.2 Bu. Wills Bros. Ky. 103
Stark Bros., Nelson County
134.5 Bu. Funk's " G " 711
Willis Stout, Jefferson County
134.0 Bu. Funk's " G " 711

Funk's

W G"

Hybrids

are distributed by the

Robinson Implement Co.

Hopkinsville Road

Phone 127-J

FOR THE CHEAPEST —

OR THE

FINEST

WALL PAPER
G O T O CORNETTE'S
•

O V E R 6 0 0 PATTERNS IN S T O C K
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

5
Per Roll
•

>90

Buy W h a t Y o u W a n t — R e t u r n W h a t Y o u Do Not Need

KY,

Steger Lumber Co.
Princeton, Kentucky
ARRKN ON THX AIR

W
,

'

_ . • ,

WSM'8

flBAHD

O i l

SAT. NIQHT 8 : 3 0 to 0 : 0 0

.

OPET

6 8 0 EC.

Cornette's

708 S O U T H

MAIN

HOPKINSVILLE
'

k

*
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Health Office Warns Of Red Cross Aided CLASSIFIED ADS
Water Pollution Danger 145 Veterans Last
3 Months, Report

Hopkinsville-Princeton
And Princeton-Cadiz
Highways To Be
Surfaced

Frankfort, April IS—Contracts
surfacing and resurfacing 337
miles of Kentucky highways in
40 counties were awarded last
week by the Department of
Highways. The contracts call for
expenditure
of
$2,132,314.00,
bringing the total contracted
thus far to $6,792,136.84 and total improvement to 623 miles.
Lettings included:
Calloway county, Middle West
Roads
Company,
Noblesville,
Ind., $50,439.70: Murray-Eggners
Ferry road (KY 94) from east
corporate limit of Murray to
Marshall County line, 13.179
miles.
Christian county, Middle West
Road
Company,
Noblesville,
Ind.
$98,945.65: HopkinsvillePrinceton road (KY 91) from
US 68, 0.75 mile west of Hopkinsville to Caldwell county line,
15.150 miles.
Caldwell county, Corum and
Edwards, Madisonville, $34,160.50: Princeton-Cadiz road (KY
139) from south corporate limit
of Princeton to Trigg County
line, 10.957 miles.

The Caldwell County Health
Department calls attention to the
fact that this is the time of year
when the water supply at home,
or elsewhere, may be contaminated or polluted by spring
rains, washing surface impurities
into the Bupply sources, rendering water dangerous to health.
The safe procedure, the Health
Department advises, is to have
the water supply tested, and if
it shows pollution, treat it with
chloride of lime, or to boll the
water before using it. Water
sample bottles are available at
the office of the Health Department in the courthouse, and the
test is made without charge.
The Health Department also
advise;s all persons to see their
physicians for typhoid immunization, or if unable to do this,
immunizations may be had at
the Caldwell County Health Office.
The Health Department also
calls attention to the fact that
for the last 2 years there has

been an increase in the State
of the number of cases of diphtheria, and all parents are urged
to have their children immunized against this disease.
Diphtheria is basically a disease of childhood under 10 years
old, and to emphasize further
the importance of diphtheria as
a childhood disease, the Health
Department points out, diphther
ia attacks exceed
those of
whooping cough, measles, poliomyelitis and scarlet fever in
children from the ages of 2
through 5.
All pre-school children should
be immunized against diphtheria, preferably between the fifth
and twelfth months of life with
a booster dose to be given about
the time school is entered, the
Health Department emphasizes
the only satisfactory control of
diphtheria is in its pervention
through immunization of preschool children. Any physician
can administer the immunizations.

Date For Riding Club's
Horse Show Changed

Sgt. Otto Barnett Will
Go Overseas Soon
Tech. Sgt. Otto Barnett left
Tuesday for Nebraska, where he
has been assigned before going
on overseas duty. He spent last
weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Lala Barnett, and family. Sergeant Barnett has been in the
Army 4 years.

The Christian County Riding
and Driving Club announces that
the Annual Horse Show and
Races will be held Friday, May
30, instead of July 4. The Hopkinsville Fair will be held during the first week of July and
for this reason the Christian
Livestock Market
County Driving and Riding Club,
Sales were steady with last not desiring to conflict, will hold
Pennyrile Forest Gets
week on the Princeton Livestock its 15th Annual Show and Races
Market Monday, it was reported Memorial Day, at the Dave Mit- 10,000 New Seedlings
by Brad Lacy, manager. Total chell Farm, Pembroke, starting
Hopkinsville, April 14, (AP)—
sold was 1219 head. Baby beeves at 11 o'clock.
Supervisor E. R. Wagoner of the
topped at $22; No. 1 veals, $23;
Pennyrile State Forest in Chrisand hogs, $23.50.
Everybody reads The Leader! tian county announced today
that 10,000 seedlings to be planted on the forest area had arrived. He asked that residents
NOTICE O F C H A N G E IN DATE O F
cease using the property as
dumping ground for trash and
PEMBROKE HORSE S H O W A N D RACES
garbage.
The seedlings include loblolly
Because of a conflict in date with the Hopkinspine, shortleaf pine, black walhut, yellow poplar, white ash,
ville Fair, the Christian County Riding and Driving
and bald cypress. The seedlings
Club will hold its 16th annual horse show and races on
were shipped from nurseries
near Louisville and at Jonesboro,
111. Additional
plantings are
MEMORIAL DAY, FRIDAY, MAY 30th
planned next year from seedlings
Horse Show starting at 1 1 : 0 0 a.m., Races at 1 o'clock.
grown at a new State forestry
nursery on the Pennyrile area.

th,
I an
tu

DAVE MITCHELL FARM, PEMBROKE, KY.
Bring your horses, mules and ponies. Purses as usual.
Sponsored by American Legion Post

No.

21,

Hopkinsville, K y .
For

further

information

Sec.-Treas., Hopkinsville,

write J.

T.

Johnson,

Ky.

(and not on July 4th as formerly held)

m

'
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sizes 14 to 20

Avondale Striped sanforized cham-

>
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;
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Our No. 609 -
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Volunteer Services Active
In Overseas Relief
And At Outwood,
Directors Told

The regular quarterly meeting
of directors of the county Red
Cross chapter was held Thursday night, April 10, in the Red
Cross office, with Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, chairman pro tem, pre
siding.
The recent Red Cross financial
campaign quota was exceeded by
50 percent, Mrs. Tom Cash said.
During the quarter, the home
service department handled 151
cases, 145 of which meant aid to
veterans or their families. Financial assistance given totaled
$250.32 in loans and grants, with
repayments amounting to $205.00,
Mrs. Cash said.
An aduit of the chapter's accounts for 1946, made by Dr. C.
F. Englehardt, was filed in the
office, a copy having been sent
to area headquarters.
Volunteer special services, under Mrs. Frank Wylie, have been
active in production for overseas relief and for Outwood Hospital. The sewing unit, directed
by Mrs. Margaret Calloway,
completed and shipped 130 cotton dresses, 445 tray cloths, and
13 remodeled sweat shirts. The
knitting unit, under Mrs. R. W.
Lisanby, has shipped 33 sweaters and has 20 morp to ship.
Volunteers are needed for hospital and recreation service at
Outwood, Mrs. Cash said.

Notice Of Dissolution
Of The Princeton
Stockyard Corporation

Princeton, Kentucky
March 31, 1947
Notice is hereby given that the
Princeton Stockyard Corporation
is closing its business and that
the said corporation is being dissolved and all persons having
claims against said corporation
will present same at once to Joe
Altsheler at the office of the said
corporation in Princeton, Kentucky for payment. This dissolution is by the unanimous consent
of all of the stock holders and
will be effective as of May 10,
Three Princeton Men
1947.
Joe Altsheler, President,
On Furlough Here
Princeton Stockyard Corporation
Harry Murphy, William Tyrie
4t—Apr. 24
and John Hilliard Stokes, all of
Princeton, are on a 15-day furlough here bofore leaving to Navy Recruiting Team
serve in Toyko. They have re- To Be Here April 14-18
cently finished basic training at
A Navy reserve recruiting
Fort Lewis, Wash. All are memteam will be in Princeton April
bers of the First Cavalry divi14-18 to explain the benefits of
sion.
the Navy's new V-6 Inactive
Naval Reserve program open to
all men of the armed force who
served in World War II.

Smart Prints Tailored in New
Beautiful Styles.

9$ I K I H •

Life Termer Escapes
From Eddyville Prison

Fire Does $800 Damage
Here Last Week To Two
registered Homes, Lacey Reports

Contracts Let
For 2 Important
Road Projects

[W«<

Thursday, April 17, l ^ M

KENTUCKY

bray - Pleated skirt - Butterfly
sleeves, trimmed in harmonizing solid colors.

In Appreciation
Words are inadequate to express our heartfelt thanks and
deep gratitude to neighbors and
ler, and Rev. Spurling Woodall,
Dr. K. L. Barnes and Dr. Gianinina, Mesdames Bernice Davis,
Otho Towery, Walter Towery,
Mr. Frank Wood, Mr. Cecil
M. Smith, and the Morgan Funeral Directors for all kindness,
sympathy, words of consolation,
untiring ministrations and the
lovely floral tokens during the
illness and death of our dear
wife and mother, Mrs. Colie M.
Vinson.
May each of you be so comforted in like hours is our
heart's desire of the - - Colie M. Vinson family.
ltp

FOR
SALE:
Two
Aberdeen Angus yearling bulls
The home of H. C. Russell, 510
ready tor service. G. E. Jones,
Franklin Street, was damaged
Kuttawa.
2tc
to the extent of $800 Friday
FOR SALE: Barber Shop equip- morning, Apr. 11, when it caught
ment. Will sell all or any part; fire, Fire Chief Conway Lacey
building can be rented; good reported this week. Loss was
location. See Charles Creek- covered by insurance. Small
mur, West Side Barber Shop damage was done to the home
406 Varmint
or Call 9114.
2tp of Claude Vick,
Trace Road, Tuesday, Apr. 15,
MAN WANTED to supply Raw- when the house caught fire as
leigh's Household Products to a result of lightning striking
consumers. We train and help electric wires
and causing a
you. Good profits for hustlers. short in a meter box, Chief Lacey
No experience necessary to said.
start. Pleasant profitable, dignified work. Write today. Raw- Everybody reads The Leader!
leigh's, Dept. KYD - 215 - 53,
Freeport, 111.
ONE NEAT, alert woman who
has sufficient time to represent
Avon in Princeton. Very pleasant and profitable work. Write
at once. Box 465, Owensboro,
Ky.
2tp
BABY CHICKS — C.O.D. $8.85
for 100 up. Write for Baby
Ducks. David Nichols Hatchery, Rockmart, Georgia.
2tp
WANT TO BUY: Good 2-row
corn planter
with fertilizer
attachment. See or write L B.
Sims or Lawrence Sims, Jr.,
Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
2tp

Frankfort, (AP) — Escape of
Morgan Brown, Negro life termer, from Eddyville penitentiary,
and of Leroy Thomas, a LaGrange
reformatory
prisoner,
was reported by the State Highway Patrol late Monday.

Dudley Smith, of the Pr,.
ton Creamery personnel
welcomed as the club'i n,
member at Tuesday nights L
ing of the Rotary Club. GOK
Lisanby presented a pian
sponsoring a Turtle Derby WJ.
the club approved. Glenn jJ!
son was presented a „jn ( o r r ,
Undergoes Appendectomy
feet attendance for one y e a r
Marie Drennan, daughter of
O. Kimball, Greenville, W u (jj
Mr. and Mrs. Tlnsley Drennan,
guest of Allan Murphy.
Green street, underwent an appendectomy
at Jennie Stuart
As a m e m o r i a l to Sir Iu,
Hospital,
Hopkinsville, last
Thursday. Her condition is re- Newton, discoverer of theTI
ported as satisfactory and she is of gravity, Britain is plannin/i
expected to return home this build a vast new 100-inch M
scope at a cost of $1,000,000
weekend.

OPENING — Day nursery — at
• my home. If Interested, see
Mrs. Clay Wilson, Hopkinsville
Road. Phone 170.
ltp
WE HAVE a good supply of batteries
for cars and trucks.
Hodge Motor Sales, W. Main
St. Phone 87.
ltc
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
FOR SALE: 1946 Harley-Davldson motorcycle.
See Dewey
Pool. Call 3603. Route 2. ltp
PAINTING, paper hanging, electric appliance repairs. Work
guaranteed. Reuben Vickery,
803 N. Jefferson.
tfc
BUILDING MATERIALS — We
have screen doors, blind stop,
screen
moulding,
quarter
round, kiln dried pine lumber,
hardboard,
asbestos
cement
board,
brick, cement,
and
many other scarce building
materials. Steger Lumber Co.,
Phone 517-J.
3tc

Notice

The Princeton Athletic Association, Inc., having dissolved its
corporate existence, will make
pro rata distribution of its assets to stockholders on Friday,
May 2, 1947, at the Farmers
National Bank, Princeton, Ky.;
and all holders of stock in said
association are hereby notified
to present same at the time and
place herein mentioned for surrender and payment.
John H. Eaker, President.
Harvey Moore, Secretary.
4tc—May 1
It is estimated there are more
than 90 million fibers in a pound
of cotton.

Company Will Credit
Telephone Bills For Service
Interruption Due To Strike

justments in customer's bills for service interruptions.

Since the duration of the strike is not known and the extent of
interruption of your local exchange service cannot be determined,

made.

i

W e regret that the present emergency has made if impossible to
provide you the complete service to which you are entitled.

terially aided us in the handling of emergency calls vital to the
health, welfare and protection of the community.
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chambray in stripes
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Your

$ $

Have

More

Cents"

lb. 37c
BLACKBERRY

PRESERVES

15-oz. jar

29*

m

ARMOUR

CHERRY OR STRAWBERRY

PRESERVES

GRAHAM

PURE WHITE

1-lb. box

CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS

16-oz. pkg.

.

14-oz. pkg.

39(

OMEGA

FLOUR

CRACKERS

15-oz. jar

10-lb.

HONEY

23<
ty

bag ,

tin

5-lb.

88(

$19S

LIMA BEANS

- No. 2 can

MAKES A GOOD APPLE PIE

APPLE PYE-QUICK

pkg

. 45t

j i

SWEET, IN SUGAR

nJ,

14?

POTATOES

/4f

No. 2'/* can

LARGE* CRISP STALKS

5-lb. bag Z y J

ORANGES

prfy. I"

^

Betty f j
KuckoH and
Located *
1

r/v

10 lbs.

CELERY

each

NEW TEXAS

ONIONS,

SUGAR CURED J O W L ,

lb.

Jb

FRESH PORK SHOULDER STEAK

,b

WOOD DRUG STORE
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Weekend Meat Special*

PERFUME ly ROSAL

•

|*

J-B. teste

LARGE, DELICIOUS FLAVOR

4*e<dJt Qluili and VeCfetaLUi

\

*

Board K\\\<

3 lbs. $1.09

CHILE with Beans 16-oz. box

t.rrt-ltl

I

to 1 0

Member

The coffee with the wonderful flavor

N E W POTATOES

Finkel's Fair Store

7*0

thia Cunningl
Billy Glenn
Talker, Ja
ten o< the clj
the painting
house.

Loving Cup Coffee

FRESH & TENDER

2

m

• , ^ teenagers

Fred Taylor

FLORIDA VALENCIA
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Kenneth Barrg
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trimmed, sizes 14 to 20.
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appreciate your fine cooperation and patience which has ma-

SNOW FLAKE
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Sot. May 3
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chambray tailored - gored skirt - waist button

*— lb* o»w. n«w p»rfum*
Mnl hot -captured th® heart
ol th» world ol fashion .
on
pulie-stlrrinQ (rag-,
•one* tytr. a* Intern* at rh»
ifiulns ol . plaintfv* syrr>-1
phony C-Tsyr, otld atpoDy ot
tovatyVM to notch th* charm,
and b*o*ty ol th* coy**'
«*mm*l ADVEtnSED IN
VOQUS.. HA«ffrs BAZAAR
r „ . MAXXMOISEUE AND
BEAUTY FASHION.

' porents W»H

I^

it is impossible at this time to say just what adjustments will be

BARBECUE S A U C E 6-oz. bot

Full Fashioned Silk Hose 79c pr.

Open Frida

' « » » « . but 1
open more durit
. -Tiger® Den.1
I C Sparks, is e
; i* furnace and
AI
| wi]i kitchen.
be install?
ud plans have
j.fegvefloorssan^
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It has always been Southern Bell's policy to make appropriate ad-

OLD JUDGE

»urr)

I Clubhouse,

^
^
new]
• u open only

RAISINS

.•«••#

i Tiger Den,

Members Pic

STRAWBERRY PLANTS f o r
sale. Blakemore variety. Lacy
Keel, 3 mi. out Marion Highway. Route 6.
8tp
FOR SALE and immediate operation. One of the best farms
in Caldwell county.
Ideally
located. K. R. Cummins, Real
Estate—Insurance. Phone 520J, ? ?
—\
ltc

USSS®-'

first, Party /

Style 602 Multi-colored striped Avondale sanforized

Style 605- Avoodale sanforized striped
Chambray - tailored classic full-cut
All Specially Priced to Sell

Dudley Smith Is New
Rotary Club Member

FOR SALE: Kitchen table and
6 cane bottom chairs. See Mrs.
Wilford Dixon a f t e r 3:30
o'clock. 811 Mechanic St. ltp
RUMMAGE
SALE:
Saturday,
April 19, for benefit of New
Hospital, at Central Presbyterian Church Annex.
ltp

^
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